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Summary in English 
 

In recent years, an increasing number of publications in fields of psychopathology, philosophy 

and neuroscience has been oriented towards the promising phenotype of self-disorder in 

schizophrenia. Self-disorders refer to an instability in the implicit and tacit structure of 

experience which allows for an articulation of experience as being mine. So far, only few 

empirical studies have addressed the relation between self-disorders and its neurobiological 

correlates. This thesis is an exploratory project of psychological and neuronal correlates of self-

disorders in schizophrenia. The thesis consists of three empirical papers addressing self-disorders 

in schizophrenia and its relation to cognition, multisensory integration and neurophysiology. The 

study sample comprise 35 patients with recent onset of schizophrenia and 35 healthy matched 

controls. All participants were assessed for self-disorders with the EASE scale, cognitive 

performance (CANTAB), the Enfacement Illusion paradigm and resting state EEG.  

 

Paper 1 

The notion of a disturbed self in schizophrenia dates back to the founding definitions of the 

illness, emphasizing non-psychotic traits as the basic and specific core feature. However, the 

triangular relationship between self-disorders, cognitive deficits and symptoms remains largely 

unaddressed. In this controlled study of recent onset schizophrenia patients, we investigate how 

self-disorders relate to cognitive deficits and symptoms. The results show that whereas both self-

disorders and symptoms are present and internally associated, the cognitive dysfunctions are 

marginal and uncorrelated with symptoms and self-disorders. We argue that this supports a 

model of schizophrenia characterized by premorbid traits of self-disturbance, being generative to 

the surface symptoms and subsequently followed by cognitive deficits.     

 

Paper 2 

This paper reports the results of the paradigm “Enfacement Illusion”, testing facial self-

recognition and the role of multisensory integration. The results show that the patient sample 

SCZ have a significantly skewed self-other discrimination towards the other in baseline 

measurements. Moreover, the effect of visuo-tactile simulation on self-recognition was 

significantly altered in both synchronous and asynchronous stimulation in the schizophrenia 

group compared to baseline. This contrasted with healthy controls which only displayed 

multisensory effect after synchronous stimulation. The results suggest, that deviations in self-
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recognition and related temporal factors in underlying multisensory integration may be altered in 

schizophrenia. 

 

Paper 3 

Schizophrenia is characterized by an instability of the self, including abnormalities in the 

temporal aspects of experience. The neural correlates of these temporal abnormalities of 

experience remain unclear and is the focus of this study. More specifically, this study addresses 

specific measures of temporal dynamics in EEG-recordings during rest, a self-related task 

(Enfacement illusion) and a non-self-related task (auditory oddball illusion). While abnormalities 

in both task-related activity and resting state activity have been reported in schizophrenia, their 

internal relationship as well as the relevance of the self-relatedness of the tasks, remains 

unknown.  

The results show differences in autocorrelation window (ACW) and power law exponent (PLE) 

between the schizophrenia group and healthy controls in the self-related task, but not in the non-

self-related task. These changes in the dynamical measures of the EEG suggests changes in the 

temporal integration of brain activity during the self-related task specifically. Moreover, there 

was a reduced rest-task difference in the ACW and PLE during the self-related task specifically, 

suggesting abnormal modulation of the resting states temporal dynamics during self-related 

tasks. With the finding of a correlation between the EASE total score and abnormal self-

recognition in the Enfacement illusion, this study illustrates how abnormalities of the temporal 

features of the self in schizophrenia can be connected on different levels of analysis.  
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Summary in Danish 
 

Interessen for selvforstyrrelser hos patienter med skizofreni, har over den seneste årrække 

medført et stigende antal publikationer indenfor psykopatologi, filosofi og neurovidenskab. 

Selvforstyrrelser referer til en deformation af oplevelsens kernestruktur som indbefatter dens 

”minhed” eller ”ipseitet”. Denne forandring i oplevelsen er karakteristisk for skizofreni og 

desuden en lovende fænotype for ætiologisk og patogenetisk forskning. Indtil videre har kun få 

empiriske studier undersøgt potentielle biologiske markører for selvforstyrrelser. Denne ph.d. 

afhandling er en undersøgelse af relationen mellem selvforstyrrelser og forskellige 

neuropsykologiske og neurobiologiske markører. Afhandlingen består af tre hovedartikler som 

adresserer selvforstyrrelsers forhold til kognitive forstyrrelser, sanseintegration og 

neurofysiologi. I alt 35 patienter med debuterende skizofreni og 35 raske kontroller blev 

undersøgt for selvforstyrrelser (EASE), kognitive forstyrrelser (CANTAB), multisensorisk 

integration (Enfacement Illusion) og EEG. 

 

Paper 1: 

Første artikel omhandler forholdet mellem selvforstyrrelser, kognitiv dysfunktion og symptomer. 

Resultaterne viser at patienterne som forventet har tilstedeværende selvforstyrrelser og 

symptomer, men kun sparsomme kognitive deficit. Desuden er der korrelationen mellem 

selvforstyrrelser og symptomerne, mens de kognitive forstyrrelser ikke korrelerer med 

selvforstyrrelser eller symptomgraden. I artiklen argumenterer vi for at resultaterne er i 

overensstemmelse med en model af skizofreni, hvor selvforstyrrelser udgør det præmorbide 

sårbarhedstræk, der med tiden giver anledning til symptomer og herefter kognitive deficits.  

 

Paper 2: 

I den anden artikel præsenteres resultaterne fra den multisensoriske integrations test 

”Enfacement Illusion”, som undersøger ansigtsgenkendelse og sanseintegrationens påvirkning af 

måden vi genkender ansigter på. På baggrund af blandt andet selvforstyrrelsen ”spejlfænomen”, 

var vi interesserede i om selvgenkendelsen af eget spejlbillede kunne kvantificeres ved hjælp af 

denne undersøgelse. Resultaterne viste at patienternes evne til at skelne mellem deres eget og 

andres ansigter var markant forskudt i forhold til kontrollernes. Desuden var deres 

selvgenkendelse mere påvirkelig end de raske kontrollers, ved brug af den multisensoriske 
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stimulation. Studiet konkluderer at ansigtsgenkendelsen er forandret ved skizofreni og at dette er 

specifikt for oplevelsen af eget ansigt. Derudover at temporale aspekter af den multisensorisk 

integration kan være en forklarende faktor for den ændrede multisensoriske integration ved 

skizofreni. 

 

Paper 3: 

Skizofreni er kendetegnet ved et ustabilt selv, der bl.a. kan betragtes som en forstyrrelse af de 

tidsmæssige aspekter i oplevelsen. De neurofysiologiske korrelater til disse anomalier i 

oplevelsen udgør en central del af denne artikel. Mere præcist undersøger dette studie specifikke 

temporale markører i EEG optagelser af patienter og kontroller under hvile, ved en selv-relateret 

test (Enfacement illusion) og ved en ikke-selv relateret test (auditory-oddball paradigme).  Hvor 

anomalier i hjernens spontane EEG-rytmer under hvile og ved test-relateret aktivitet tidligere er 

fundet ved skizofreni, er relationen mellem EEG under hvile og ved test-relaterer aktivitet samt 

mellem selv-relateret og ikke-selv-relaterede tests, ikke beskrevet tidligere.  

Resultaterne viser en forskel mellem gruppen af patienter med skizofreni og raske kontroller på 

to dynamiske markører i EEG’et: autocorrelation window (ACW) og power law exponent (PLE), 

i den selv-relaterede test, men ikke i den ikke-selv-relaterede test. Disse fund tyder på en 

forandret tidsmæssig integration af hjerneaktiviteten blandt patienter specifikt for tests der 

udfordrer deres selvoplevelse. Desuden var der en reduceret forskel i ACW og PLE mellem hvile 

og test-relateret aktivitet i patientgruppen, under den selv-relaterede test, tydende på abnorm 

modulation/hæmning af hvileaktiviteten specifikt for denne test. Da den rapporterede forskel i 

selvgenkendelsen fra Enfacement illusion (paper 2) korrelerer med EASE, illustrerer dette studie 

i sin helhed hvordan forstyrrelser i de temporale aspekter af selvet, kan relateres til hinanden på 

forskellige niveauer (fænomenologisk, psykologisk og neurofysiologisk). 
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Introduction and background 

The neurobiological foundation of schizophrenia has been under intense research over the past 

century and we are still without any coherent neuroscientific understanding of the biological 

genesis of the illness. Clinical psychiatry has largely failed to benefit from the advances in basic 

neurosciences (Frances and Widiger, Hyman, 2010) and the lack of progress has brought up the 

question whether schizophrenia represent a singular disease entity at all. Biological research in 

psychiatry have been heavily influenced by a “type-type” reductionism, i.e. the search for the 

neural defect (part) causing or identical with the affected mind (part) in schizophrenia. The result 

has been an overwhelming accumulation of correlations without any major diagnostic or 

therapeutic contributions (Keshavan et al., 2008, Tandon et al., 2010). This is also prevalent in 

molecular genetics, which associate schizophrenia with more than 1000 gene candidates and 

over 100 susceptibility loci, suggesting a highly complex, heterogeneous and polygenetic disease 

risk for schizophrenia (Henriksen et al., 2017).  

Meanwhile, the gap between academic and clinical psychiatry has probably never been wider and 

the dissolution of schizophrenia is perhaps an illustration of this. With the advent of new 

technological and psychopharmacological discoveries, a shift towards objective and easily 

accessible measures of psychopathology and diagnostic evaluations were emphasized. To meet this 

demand, the characterization of schizophrenia went from clinically recognizable prototypes with 

phenomenological descriptions and emphasis on non-psychotic (basic) symptoms, towards the so 

called “operationalized” conglomerate of psychotic symptoms and signs (Parnas, 2011, Katschnig, 

2018). Thus, the previous observation of schizophrenia as characterized by a gestalt dominated by 

non-psychotic abnormalities in the patient’s experiential life, was deemphasized. Seymour Kety, a 

renowned biological researcher in schizophrenia, commented on this point by saying (Kety, 

1980):”Features regarded by both Kraepelin and Bleuler as fundamental and characteristic 

(impoverishment of affect, disturbances in personal contact and rapport, ambivalence, lack of 

motivation, depersonalisation, and stereotypes) were specifically rejected, and the new criteria 

were restricted to particular types of hallucinations and delusions which Bleuler had regarded as 

accessory symptoms. Schneider established a new syndrome with features that are more easily 

perceived and described, and which therefore show a higher degree of inter-rater reliability, 

features which are economically put into checklists and fed into computers. That syndrome may be 

more prevalent, have a more favourable outcome, and be more responsive to a wide variety of 

treatments, but it is not schizophrenia.” 
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The culmination of this new (distorted) phenotype of schizophrenia and the neurobiological “type-

type” reductionism, is seen in the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Research Domain 

Criteria (RDoC) proposal (Cuthbert, 2014). With the goal of developing a psychiatric nosology 

based on neuroscience and observable behavior the RDoC program attempt to identify the neural 

substratum of reified symptom categories, neglecting the prototypical-gestaltic structures of mental 

illness (Parnas, 2014).  

The question today is therefore not only how to reduce schizophrenia but what it is we are trying to 

reduce. If the characteristics of the suffering experiences in the patient is not what we want to 

categorize and reduce, it is difficult to see the relevance of the neurobiological enterprise in 

psychiatry. Moreover, since schizophrenia was originally conceptualized as a disorder of 

subjectivity, it is perhaps no wonder that the feature that makes schizophrenia identifiable as one 

illness, will vanish simultaneous with leaving subjectivity behind.  

	

It is in this context that the present study was developed. It is with an epistemological insistence 

on the fact that objective biological measures or correlates of schizophrenia makes little sense 

without a notion of what we consider to be the characteristic (mental) disturbance and suffering 

of the illness. The re-discovery of subjective disturbances as the core of schizophrenia, with the 

development of the EASE scale (Parnas et al., 2005), made it possible to investigate the relation 

between these features of schizophrenia and novel neuroscientific approaches.  

 

Aim and structure of the thesis 

This thesis is an exploratory project aimed at identifying promising neurobiological correlates of 

self-disorders in schizophrenia. Considerations were put into finding theoretically compatible 

research paradigms in order to facilitate a conceptually feasible integration of the results. The 

thesis consists of three empirical papers addressing the relation of self-disorders in schizophrenia 

with the domains of cognition, sensory experience and neurophysiology. More specifically 

patients with recent onset of schizophrenia and healthy controls were assessed for self-disorders, 

cognitive impairments, multisensory integration tests and EEG.  

Self-disturbances 

Self-disorders (SD) in schizophrenia can be viewed as a phenomenological notion of the core 

defining features of schizophrenia (Parnas and Jansson, 2015). In founding conceptualizations of 

schizophrenia, the notion of subjectivity was implied in fundamental aspects of the gestalt of the 
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patient (Parnas, 2011). The characteristics of schizophrenia emphasized since Kraepelin and 

Bleuler such as autism, ego-disorder, disorder of volition, affect-expressive changes, 

ambivalence etc. were all implying a disturbed subjectivity in the patient (Parnas, 2011, Bleuler, 

1911, Kraepelin, 1919). In other words, the concepts or founding notions of schizophrenia were 

encompassing some sense of “what it was like” for the patient. Subsequent approaches in 

phenomenology expanded in particular on this lived aspect of the disorder as a change in the 

structure of experience (Jaspers, 1959/1963, Minkowski, 1927, Blankenburg, 1988).  

Other, more behavioral approaches would on the other hand often insist that the irrationality of 

the patient’s utterances and behaviors should be taken as a good indication of not trying to get at 

“what it is like” for the patient (as this would most likely lead the psychiatrist astray). Moreover, 

the subjective nature of the phenomenological approach did not fit with the need for objective 

measures and criteria for disclosing the presumed biological etiology.  

Self-disorders (SD)´s can thus be viewed as a recent re-articulated phenotype of the 

schizophrenia spectrum disorders (Sass and Parnas, 2003). The central element of SDs is that 

what is disordered or unstable, is the implicit and tacit structure of experience as perspective. 

What this means is that the self is a sense of familiarity with all experiences, i.e. experiences are 

always given to someone. SDs often manifest themselves as a feelings of being ephemeral, 

lacking a core identity, not feeling truly present in the world, being fundamentally but often 

ineffably different from others, and lacking spontaneous immersion in the shared-social world 

(Henriksen and Nordgaard, 2014). This feature of schizophrenia is most often present from early 

on during childhood or adolescence before the outbreak of psychosis and can be regarded as a 

vulnerability trait of the disorder.  

Based on some of these considerations the phenomenologically oriented clinical research tool 

EASE (Examination of Anomalous Self Experience) for quantifying SD’s was developed 

(Parnas et al., 2005). This tool is used in a semi-structured way in order on the obtain faithful 

report with examples of experiences from patients in accordance with phenomenological 

interview technique (Jansson and Nordgaard, 2016). Empirical studies in different countries have 

jointly demonstrated the specificity of SDs for the schizophrenia spectrum disorders (Haug et al., 

2012a, Nelson et al., 2012a, Henriksen and Nordgaard, 2014, Carter et al., 2002, Haug et al., 

2012b). Studies of clinical samples, including adolescents  and one prospective study, have 

demonstrated that SDs progressively become manifest during childhood and early adolescence 

(Koren et al., 2013), consistent with a neurodevelopmental view of schizophrenia (Parnas et al., 

2014). Furthermore, studies have found that SD’s are temporally enduring, i.e. present 5 years 

after the first psychotic episode (Nordgaard et al., 2016). 
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Cognition in schizophrenia 

Cognitive impairments have  been documented in patients with schizophrenia on a broad array of 

neurocognitive domains (Heinrichs and Zakzanis, 1998) and have been shown to persist over 

time (Thompson et al., 2013). Low IQ has moreover been consistently reported in schizophrenia 

patients as well as being a characteristic of other psychiatric disorders (Mortensen et al., 2005, 

Urfer-Parnas et al., 2010a, Zammit et al., 2004). Cognitive deficits have particularly shown to be 

associate with negative symptoms (Huang et al., 2016a, Basso et al., 1998) as well as quality of 

life (Alptekin et al., 2005). With regards to the onset of cognitive deficits in schizophrenia some 

longitudinal studies suggest that global attentional deficits represent the most important early 

marker of the illness. Although a variety of cognitive impairments have been reported in early 

phases of schizophrenia (Mesholam-Gately et al., 2009) as well as lower premorbid IQ, the role 

of neurocognitive functioning in schizophrenia remains questionable. Some argue that cognitive 

impairments should be regarded as the “core feature” in schizophrenia (Green et al., 2019) 

whereas others disagree conceptually  (Urfer-Parnas et al., 2010b), and some  highlight the fact 

that neurocognitive dysfunctions lack specificity as they are present in other psychiatric 

disorders (Barch, 2019, Reichenberg et al., 2009). Moreover, a substantial proportion of patients 

with schizophrenia, approximately one-quarter, perform within the normal range on 

neurocognitive tests, some even above (Reichenberg et al., 2009, Kremen et al., 2000). So, what 

is the role of cognition in relation to symptoms and self-disorders in schizophrenia? 

It might be relevant in this respect to consider the differences in the approach to consciousness 

between cognitive sciences and phenomenology. It has sometimes been described as the 

difference between how the mind works in itself as opposed to for itself (Petitot et al., 1999).  

Cognitive science can be regarded as the theory about what goes on in the mind, often referred to 

as the information processing. Thus, contrary to behaviourism it recognizes that human 

behaviour is dependent on the mind, but yet it still only apprehends the mental through 

behavioural data. Thus, it treats experience or phenomenological data as theoretical entities that 

do not in themselves count for anything, since cognitive science is a theory of what goes on in 

the mind, not what it is like to have mind (Petitot et al., 1999). One advantage of the cognitive 

approach lies in the fact that cognition can be defined and tested by behavioural performance in a 

decontextualized manner, making the data available to the tools of the objective sciences. Many 

of the tests are today available in simple computerized formats with little or no requirements as 

to the competence of the personnel, thus making the tests easily accessible.  

In many ways, this differs from a phenomenological approach to the mind. As mentioned earlier, 

phenomenology is reluctant towards stating how consciousness works in itself (objectively), but 
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instead engaged with exploring how consciousness appears to us. It is interested in the first-

person givenness of experience, e.g. how imagination, social interaction, reality, time etc. is 

given to us in experience. This is not to deny a distinction between appearance and “reality”, but 

for phenomenologists these are not two realms, but two modes of manifestation of our 

consciousness (Zahavi, 2019). The characterization of the different modes of manifestation of 

consciousness allows phenomenologists, among other things, to give descriptions of the 

structures of human experience.  

With regard to schizophrenia, phenomenology provides an access to the features of the 

experience that appear to be disturbed. The method is arguably an indispensable approach when 

it comes to schizophrenia in particular as it is the subjectivity of experience itself that is affected. 

Importantly, to lay bare this structure of consciousness in patients with schizophrenia requires an 

exploration of contextualized lived experiences, which above other things is what the cognitive 

approach does not capture. Thus, from a phenomenological perspective on schizophrenia, the 

performance measures on the cognitive tests do not provide sufficient insights into the 

psychopathology of schizophrenia, but only secondary functional consequences of the core 

disturbances.  

The cognitive impairments in schizophrenia could be said to reflect non-specific consequences 

of the illness, signified by impaired performance on tests that are organized around certain 

functional human abilities and their hypothetically underlying mental processes. The 

performance on cognitive tests will thus be likely associated with general functional outcomes in 

society reflected in patient’s labour capacity, social relations etc. This would however not change 

the fact that it is non-specific to schizophrenia and does not provide an account for what 

schizophrenia is. Interestingly, the cognitive tests used in neuropsychological test-batteries were 

developed on the basis of clinical studies of patients with brain lesions (Luria, 1973, Luria, 

1999). From these clinical samples, Luria delineated many of the cognitive functions measured 

today, e.g. short-term memory, long-term memory and semantic memory etc. It is thus important 

to bear in mind that these cognitive functions, which are commonly tested in contemporary 

neuropsychological test-batteries, where not intended for or based on the psychopathology of 

schizophrenia. In paper 1 of this thesis “Self-disorders as the essential feature of schizophrenia” 

we address this relationship by empirically testing the relation between cognitive impairment and 

self-disturbances in schizophrenia. 
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Multimodal integration  

Multimodal (or multisensory) integration is the study of how our experience is able to integrate 

different domains of sensory input as well as the integration of motor actions and proprioceptive 

information. One of the most well-known multisensory paradigms is that of the “rubber hand 

illusion” (Botvinick and Cohen, 1998). In this test, a visuo-tactile stimulation is used to 

manipulate the felt sense of “ownership” of one’s hand, transferring it to a rubber hand. In the 

standard procedure of the illusion test a rubber hand is placed in front of the participant whilst 

the participant’s real hand is hidden from view. The experimenter simultaneously stimulates the 

rubber hand and the participant’s hidden hand with two paintbrushes producing the illusory 

experience of ownership over the rubber hand. The test is thus able to alter the pre-reflective 

self-experience in a body part, what is sometimes called sense of ownership. This suggests, that 

embodied self-experience is governed at least in part by the mechanisms that are being 

manipulated in this paradigm (integration of visual and tactile information). Given the 

resemblance between certain self-alienating experiences in schizophrenia and the alteration of 

sense of ownership produced in this paradigm, it was later applied to patients with schizophrenia.  

The rubber hand illusion has now been tested several times on patients with schizophrenia and 

indicate higher susceptibility and a stronger sense of the illusion compared to healthy controls 

(Peled et al., 2000, Peled et al., 2003, Thakkar et al., 2011).  

Paper 2 in this thesis reports the results of another multimodal integration paradigm known as the 

Enfacement Illusion (EI) (Tsakiris, 2008). Based on the common reports of alterations in the 

recognition of one’s specular image in the mirror in schizophrenia (mirror phenomena), this 

paper investigated the multisensory integration mechanisms involved in self-recognition. Instead 

of using visuo-tactile stimulation to induce an alteration in sense of ownership in a limb the EI is 

designed to alter the self-recognition of the specular image of the participant. While this test 

provides a measure of multisensory integration it also specifically addresses facial self-

recognition itself. The paradigm could thus potentially reveal underlying mechanisms of the 

distorted self-experience specifically reported from the patients. 

The EI study has been performed multiple times (Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2012a, Tajadura-

Jimenez et al., 2012b, Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2013, Tsakiris, 2008) and just recently the first 

study involving schizophrenia patients was published (Ferroni et al., 2018). In the latter study, no 

significant differences were found between schizophrenia patients and healthy controls with 

regard to self-other distinctions along with no correlation to self-disorders. However, this study 

applied a spatial incongruence in visuo-tactile stimulation (stimulating on opposite cheek) 

instead of an incongruence condition as asynchronous stimulation (temporally out of synch), 
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which has been used in most frequently in this paradigm. Moreover, the study did not have 

matched controls and comprised 20 more less chronic schizophrenia patients (mean age 37 

years). Thus, this paradigm still holds the potential for unravelling some of the mechanisms 

underlying the self-alienation described in schizophrenia.  

 

EEG and schizophrenia 

With the inexpensive and non-invasive method of electroencephalography (EEG), researchers 

have been able to record the human brain activity with high temporal precision ever since 1924 

(Haas, 2003). This contribution to the technological measurements of the brain has unfortunately 

not contributed with any substantial insights to psychiatry yet (Ulrich, 2013a).  

In the book “The theoretical Interpretations of Electroencephalography” (Ulrich, 2013a) the 

author comments on the current state of EEG research on schizophrenia with the following: ”The 

method-centred way of doing things for the sake of doing things, which is accompanied by a 

contempt for methodological-conceptual aspects, has provided, particularly in 

electroencephalographic schizophrenia research, a plentitude of useless and uninterpretable data” 

(Ulrich, 2013b). “A disregard for distinctions between trait and state features along with little or 

no interest for inter-variability in the psychopathology of the patients, make most attempts at 

gaining an overview of the present state of knowledge as well as developing the research further, 

a futile endeavour” (Ulrich, 2013a).  

 

There are however several novel approaches with regard to these conceptual and methodological 

issues in contemporary EEG research on schizophrenia. Among those we find approaches 

oriented towards the temporal structure of the EEG in the spontaneous brain activity and its 

relation to experience. From the perspective of multisensory integration, some suggests that the 

organizing and integrative function is modulated by the (domain-independent) default mode 

network (DMN) in medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus. DMN is 

active during the brains awake resting state and is also known as the task-negative network. 

During task activity, it is the central executive network (CEN) in bilateral lateral prefrontal 

cortex and the parietal cortex that is active (Smith et al., 2009). The spontaneous activity in the 

resting state is known to influence the task-specific activity (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010) and is 

considered closely related to the sense of self (Davey et al., 2016, Qin and Northoff, 2011) which 

can serve as an organizing/modulating principle for the activity during tasks (van Wassenhove, 

2009). An example of the mechanisms involved could be the shift between different frequency 
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bands also known as cross frequency coupling. There are different forms of cross frequency 

coupling depending on which frequency bands are being coupled and the predominance of 

certain frequency bands in the DMN. Cross frequency coupling is among other processes 

considered an important function for the integration of various signals in different frequencies 

some originating from different sensory modalities. A predominance of certain temporal 

frequency bands in the spontaneous brain activity as seen in certain disorders (e.g. 

schizophrenia) would thus influence cross frequency coupling and possibly the multisensory 

integration (Sun et al., 2013). Moreover, the DMN has been associated to the introceptive 

experience, the perception of one’s own body and internally oriented experiences contrasted to 

stimuli from the environment. Thus, some suggest the DMN activity is central for our sense of 

self (Huang et al., 2016b, Wolff et al., 2019, Northoff and Duncan, 2016).  

In a review article on schizophrenia and resting state activity Northoff et al. writes: “Taken 

together, these findings point towards an altered global temporal structure of neural activity in 

schizophrenia. Firstly, there seems to be a dis-balance between relatively stronger slow (delta, 

theta) and relatively weaker faster (beta, gamma) frequencies. Secondly, such an abnormal dis-

balance towards slower frequency fluctuations seems to go hand in hand with a decoupling 

between low and high frequencies, as evinced by decreased cross-frequency coupling. This 

amounts to what can be described as ‘temporal fragmentation’ in the global spontaneous 

activity’s temporal structure.”(Northoff and Duncan, 2016). 

As part the search for neurophysiological correlates of self-disorders we were interested in 

examining both the spontaneous resting state activity and the brain activity during tasks as well as 

their internal modulation. A way to address dynamical aspects of the EEG during resting activity 

and task activity is by measuring the variability of power between the brain frequencies. The 

brain’s spontaneous activity exhibits oscillatory and fractal patterns, ranging from ultrafast 

frequencies (40-180Hz) to infraslow (0.01 – 0.1Hz) (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004). The power in 

these frequency ranges, i.e. the amplitude of the oscillations, increases with lower frequencies. 

Hence, the power is strongest in the slowest frequencies and weakest in the faster frequencies. It 

has been found that this pattern follows a power law distribution and can be measured as: 

 P ∝ 1/f& 

Where P stands for power, which is proportional to the inverse of the frequency (f) to the power 

β. β is referred to as the power-law exponent (PLE). 

A related aspect of the temporal constitution brain activity is the ability to process information 

over a wider range of timescales. Understanding speech, for instance, requires an integration of 

information between syllables, meaning, sentences and the context of a conversation etc. The 
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spoken words are gathered in the moment continually but given their meaning in relation to 

previous words and other contextual aspects. Information is thus “nested” in larger contexts on 

different timescales (Honey et al., 2012). Studies have suggested that this ability to accumulate 

information over longer timescales can be measured as an autocorrelation window (ACW) 

(Honey et al., 2012, Himberger et al., 2018). Put simply, the ACW corresponds to the neural 

activity patterns across different points in a time-series where stronger correlations between 

distant points in time, suggests longer ACW (Wolff et al., 2019).   

 

In paper 3 we present the results of an EEG study conducted on our sample of schizophrenia 

patients and healthy controls, testing the relation between spontaneous brain activity during 

resting state, a self-related task (Enfacement illusion) and a non-self-related task (auditory 

oddball). By applying some of the mentioned temporal measures of the EEG (PLE and ACW), 

this study aimed at identifying temporal disturbances in schizophrenia at the neuronal and 

experiential level.  

 

Methods 

The sample comprises 35 patients diagnosed with schizophrenia (SCZ) (mean age 22.11 years, 

SE 0.665, 14 males) and 35 matched healthy controls (HC) (mean age 24.06 years, SE 0.548, 14 

males) were included in the study. The patients were recruited from three psychiatric outpatient 

clinics in Region Zealand (Denmark). The majority of patients where under medical treatment 

with atypical antipsychotics. HC were recruited from various educational institutions in Region 

Zealand by flyers and personal contact to students and staff. All participants were recruited 

between May 2017 and February 2019. One HC was excluded in the analysis, due to fulfilling 

the criteria of schizotypal disorder. Two patients from the SCZ group dropped out. One due to 

deterioration of mental condition and the other due to long traveling distance after moving.  

Inclusion criteria in the SCZ group were 1) age between 18 and 40 years 2) diagnosed with 

schizophrenia within the last year following Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders V (DSM V) (Association, 2013) 3) a non-acute phase of the illness (capable of 3 hours 

long interviews). Exclusion criteria were 1) active drug abuse 2) any organic pathological 

conditions likely to affect cognition or the somatosensory system (known illness or injury in the 

central nervous system or mental retardation).  
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Inclusion criteria for HC were: age between 18 and 40 years. Exclusion criteria where similar to 

those in the SCZ group. Participants were excluded if they suffered from a current episode of any 

mental illness or had a history of a chronic mental illness (schizophrenia, schizotypal disorder, 

bipolar illness and severe personality disorder).  

All participants were evaluated based on psychiatric and neurological clinical history as well as a 

focused neurological examination of vision (Snellens eye-chart), hearing (fingers crackling) and 

facial sensation (in the three branches of trigeminal nerve).  

A written consent was obtained from all participants after having received an oral and written 

description of the tests performed in the study. The study was approved by the regional data 

agency and ethics committee in Region Zealand, Denmark and in line with the ethical standards 

of the Declaration of Helsinki 2013. 

 

Clinical evaluation 

All participants went through a comprehensive psychopathological evaluation comprising 

Assessment of Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) (Kay et al., 1987), the 

Operational Criteria Checklist for Psychotic Illness and Affective Illness (OPCRIT)(McGuffin et 

al., 1991), Bonn Scale for the Assessment of Basic Symptoms (perceptional section) (Gross et 

al., 1987) and Examination of Anomalous Self Experience (EASE) (Parnas et al., 2005).  

All psychiatric evaluations were performed by KES, a senior resident in psychiatry, who was 

specifically trained and reliability tested by the founder of the EASE scale (JP) and another 

senior EASE expert (JN). The majority of the psychiatric interviews were video recorded. In 

cases of diagnostic or assessment problems the clinical material was discussed with a senior 

psychiatrist (JP) and a consensus resolution was achieved.  

 

 

Psychopathological assessment 

Participants were evaluated with the EASE-scale, a psychometric instrument for self-disorders. 

The interviews were performed in a semi-structured style in order to obtain faithful self-

descriptions in accordance with standards of phenomenological interviews (Jansson and 

Nordgaard, 2016). The EASE consists of 57 items, divided into subtypes, covering the following 

domains of experience. 1. Stream of cognition 2. Sense of basic self and presence 3. Disorders of 

embodiment 4. Self-demarcation and solipsistic experiences 5. Existential reorientation.  
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Cognitive assessment 

Assessment of neurocognitive performance was conducted using the Cambridge 

Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB) for schizophrenia (Barnett et al., 2010). 

This is a computational test-battery consisting of 8 neurocognitive domains: episodic memory, 

working memory, executive function, cognitive flexibility, processing speed, emotion 

recognition and sustained attention. The test battery was presented on the recommended device: 

iPad Pro 9,7. Participants would perform the test alone following verbal instructions from the 

test battery. The test would be completed in one session and lasted approximately 55 min. 

All participants were intelligence-tested with the computer based test-system Hogrefe IST 2000R 

(Liepmann et al., 2001) comprising sentence completion, verbal analogies, number series and 

matrices. 

 

Laboratory tests 

The laboratory tests comprised four different tests: resting state EEG, event-related potential 

EEG, temporal binding window and Enfacement Illusion Paradigm. Results from two of these 

tests, i.e. Enfacement Illusion paradigm and resting state EEG, are reported in paper 2 and 3 

respectively. Details on the specific methods for these tests are included in these papers and will 

therefore not be included here. The results of the event-related potentials and temporal binding 

window are not presented in this thesis and the methods of their particular paradigms are 

therefore not described. Instead a general overview of methodological procedures is included 

below. 

 

Facility and equipment 

The laboratory was situated at the Neurology Department in the University Hospital of Roskilde 

(Region Zealand), Denmark. The same laboratory room was used for the testing of all 

participants. The light intensity was standardized for all procedures and the room was 

sufficiently sound isolated. 

Equipment used for the recordings were specifically chosen due to the requirements of high 

auditory and visual precision. The equipment comprised:  

PC: Intel Core i5 7500 / 3.4 GHz Kaby Lake Processor - LGA1151 (8GB DDR4 2133MHz) 

Monitor: ASUS ROG SWIFT PG258Q - 24.5″ 1ms 240Hz G-sync 

Soundcard: ASUS Essence STX II - PCI Express (Low Jitter) 

Graphic card: ASUS PH-GTX1050-2G - 2GB  

Motherboard: ASUS PRIME Z270-P - ATX LGA1151 
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The EEG recording system used was a Nicolet Nervus, version 5.94.1.534 with a V44 

amplifying system. The Ag/AgCl electrodes were distributed with a Wave-Guard cap-system 

comprising 20 electrodes. 6 additional low-row electrodes where attached along with 1 eye-flick 

transducer, 2 ECG-electrodes and a built-in NONN pulse oxiimetry. 

The EEG recording system and the PC were connected with a LabJack U3-LV system for 

delivering pre-programmed triggers between the PC and EEG recorder. 

The functional precision of the equipment was externally calibrated with the RS Pro 50MHz 

Oscilloscope (ISR 6051). The timing between the digital output and the analogue sound and 

visual output could thus be calibrated with a sound and light diode to an accuracy of 8-12ms. 

 

General procedure 

Before the session started, participants were informed about the procedures and the estimated 

duration of all recordings, being between 90 to 120 minutes. Participants were not allowed any 

intake of caffeine or sugar during the session. All participants completed the tests in similar 

order, beginning with preparing EEG-electrodes and connecting the Nicolet EEG-system taking 

approximately 30 min. The order of procedures is listed below: 

 

-Resting state EEG, eyes closed (5 min), eyes open (5 min) 

-Event-related potential paradigm (15 min) 

-Temporal binding window paradigm (20 min) 

-Enfacement illusion paradigm (20 min) 

 

All participants underwent the full laboratory sessions from start to end. EEG was recorded 

during the whole session. The practical procedures were all performed by the same person 

(KES). 
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Abstract 

Background: The notion of a disturbed self as the core feature of schizophrenia dates back to 

the founding texts on the illness. Since the development of the psychometric tool for examination 

of anomalous self-experience (EASE), self-disorders have become accessible to empirical 

research. Empirical studies have shown that EASE measured self-disorders predict schizophrenia 

spectrum in prospective studies and consistently show a selective hyper aggregation of self-

disorder in schizophrenia and schizotypal disorders. However, the role of self-disorders in 

relation to cognitive performance and symptoms in schizophrenia remains largely unexamined.  

Aim: The aim of this study is to investigate the triangular relationship between self-disorders, 

cognitive deficits and symptoms in schizophrenia.  

Methods: 35 non-acute first-episode patients with schizophrenia and 35 matched healthy were 

evaluated for self-disorders (EASE), cognitive deficits and symptoms levels. Correlation analysis 

and mediation models were used in the data analysis.  

Results: The results show that whereas self-disorders and symptoms are present and correlate 

internally (r = 0.4; p = 0.02), the cognitive deficits are marginal and not correlated to neither 

symptoms nor self-disorders.  

Conclusions: We argue that this supports a model of schizophrenia which is characterized by 

premorbid traits of self-disturbance, being generative to the surface symptoms and subsequently 

followed by cognitive deficits.  
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Introduction 

The multifaceted nature of psychopathology in schizophrenia is a longstanding challenge to 

psychiatry. A key issue for schizophrenia research concerns identification of the core features 

underlying and unifying the defining symptoms of schizophrenia. Interestingly, most 

foundational texts on schizophrenia, agreed on the notion of a disturbed ego- (or self) as the core 

phenotypic trait marker of schizophrenia (Parnas, 2011, Bleuler, 1911, Parnas, 2012, Jaspers, 

1959/1963). Self-disorders were regarded as specific to schizophrenia and the disturbance of 

subjectivity was conceived as something being expressed in the Gestalt of the clinical 

manifestation, i.e. in the particularity of the part-whole relation of the patients expressive, 

subjective and existential patterns (Parnas, 2012). However, the relationship between self-

disorders and the changes in cognition and symptom levels remain largely unaddressed.  

 

The conceptualization of schizophrenia as a disordered self has especially been preserved in 

European phenomenological psychiatry. From a phenomenological perspective, self-disorders 

(SD) in schizophrenia reflect a structural instability of experience, i.e. an alteration of the first-

person (subjective) articulation of experience. This is sometimes felt by patients as a diminished 

sense of presence or distance between the sense of subjecthood and mental or bodily acts. With 

the development of the EASE-scale (Examination of Anomalous Self-Experience) these aspects 

of psychopathology have been made accessible to empirical research (Parnas et al., 2005). A 

series of studies have demonstrated that SD hyper-aggregate selectively in schizophrenia 

spectrum disorders (Parnas and Henriksen, 2014, Raballo et al., 2011) are temporally stable 

(Nordgaard et al., 2017a, Nordgaard et al., 2017b) and predict the onset of psychosis in high-risk 

populations (Parnas et al., 2011a, Nelson et al., 2012b, Parnas et al., 2011b, Koren et al., 2019). 

SD’s are thus regarded as a pre-psychotic vulnerability trait to schizophrenia which has been 

further supported by findings of SD’s in first-degree relatives(Maggini and Raballo, 2004) and in 

schizotypal disorder(Parnas et al., 2011a, Raballo and Parnas, 2011).   
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Neurocognitive impairments have likewise been documented in schizophrenia, and believed to 

impact prognosis and general outcome (Heinrichs, 2005). Group differences between patients 

and healthy controls have moderate to large effect sizes on a broad array of neurocognitive 

domains (Heinrichs and Zakzanis, 1998) and cognitive impairments have shown to persist over 

time in an increasing or stable trajectories (Thompson et al., 2013). In a prospective longitudinal 

high-risk study, Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al identified global attentional dysfunction as the single 

most important bio-behavioural marker for schizophrenia among a variety of neurocognitive 

predictors (Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Cornblatt, 1992). Some have gone so far as to suggest that 

the cognitive impairments should be regarded as the “core feature” of schizophrenia (Green et 

al., 2019). Others disagree, on conceptual grounds (Urfer-Parnas et al., 2010b), or pointing to the 

fact that neurocognitive dysfunctions lack specificity because they are also present in other 

psychiatric disorders (Barch, 2019, Reichenberg et al., 2009). More importantly, a substantial 

proportion of patients with schizophrenia, approximately one-quarter, perform within or above 

the normal range on neurocognitive tests (Reichenberg et al., 2009, Kremen et al., 2000).  

The relationship between SD and cognitive dysfunction (CD) in schizophrenia remains largely 

unaddressed. At present, two studies have reported measures on SD and CD in schizophrenia. 

Haug et al. compared SD (EASE-score) and CD in a sample of 57 out-patients and found a 

correlation between SD and deficits in verbal recognition memory (Haug et al., 2012c). No other 

neurocognitive measures correlated with SD. In another study comparing SD (EASE-score) and 

CD in early phase patients, Nordgaard et al. did not observe correlation between SD and CD 

(Nordgaard et al., 2015). Both studies argued that SD and CD reflect different aspects of 

psychopathology in schizophrenia, but did not elaborate on their interrelationship. Hence, the 

triangular relation of self-disorders, neurocognitive changes, and symptoms remains unclear at 

this point.  

The general aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between SD’s, CD’s and 

symptoms. Our overall hypothesis is that SD’s constitute the primary or generative disturbance, 

i.e. an essential and symptom producing core of the psychopathology in schizophrenia, whereas 

CD’s supposedly reflect secondary or accessary manifestations of the former. We tested two 

possible models, i.e. a basic and a non-basic model, as illustrated in figure 1. Following the 

central role of SD’s as emphasized throughout the literature (see above), we hypothesize an 

asymmetric (hierarchical) relationship between the target variables among the patients. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of two models of hypothesized relations between self-disorders (SD), cognitive dysfunction 

(CD), PANSS negative symptoms (Neg), PANSS general symptoms (Gen) and PANNS positive symptoms (Pos). 

Solid lines indicate moderate to strong correlation (r > 0.4) between the variables. The dashed line illustrates weak 

correlation (0.2 < r <0.4), no line between variable indicates a very weak or no correlation (r < 0.2).  

 

Methods 

 

Subjects 

The sample of this study comprise 35 patients recently diagnosed with schizophrenia (SCZ) 

(mean age 22.11 years, SD 3.93, 14 males) and 35 matched healthy controls (HC) (mean age 

24.06 years, SD 3.24, 14 males) (see table 1). The patients were recruited from three psychiatric 

outpatient clinics in Region Zealand in Denmark.  

Inclusion criteria for the SCZ group were 1) age between 18 and 40 years 2) diagnosed with 

schizophrenia within the last year according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders V (DSM V) (Association, 2013) 3) a stable non-acute symptomatic phase of the illness 

(without need for hospitalization and capable of 3 hours long interviews).  

Exclusion criteria were 1) active or past clinically significant drug or alcohol abuse 2) any 

organic pathological conditions likely to affect cognition or the somatosensory system (known 

injury or illness in the central nervous system and mental retardation) 3) Forensic status.  
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Inclusion criteria for HC were an age between 18 and 40 years. Exclusion criteria where the 

same as in the SCZ group, moreover participants were excluded if they suffered from a current 

episode of any mental illness or had a history of a chronic mental illness (schizophrenia, 

schizotypal disorder, bipolar illness and severe personality disorder). 

Two participants from the SCZ group dropped out due to worsening of their mental condition 

and one HC was excluded due to fulfilling the diagnostic criteria of schizotypal disorder. 

 

A written consent was obtained from all participants after having received a thorough oral and 

written description of the tests performed in the study. The study was approved by the regional 

data agency and ethics committee in Region Zealand, Denmark and in line with the ethical 

standards of the Declaration of Helsinki 2013. 

 

 
Scales SCZ HC Between-group 

difference 

Participants (Male/Female) 35 (14 / 21) 35 (14 / 21) 0 

Age (years) 22.11; SD 3.93 24.06; SD 3.24 1.95; P = 0.027* 

Education (years) 11.06; SD 1.85 14.63; SD 1.59 3.57; p < 0.001* 

Intelligence score 93.15; SD 10.96 96.32; SD 10.20 3.17; p = 0.21 

Antipsychotic medication 

(%) 

30 (86) 0 (0) 30; p < 0.001* 

Antiepileptic (%) 2 (6) 0 (0) 2; p = 0.156 

Antidepressant (%) 5 (14) 2 (6) 3; p = 0.238 

 
Table 1. Background demographic information presented with mean scores, percentage in group (%), standard 

deviation (SD) and estimated between-group differences with mean and p-values. SCZ = schizophrenia patient 

group. HC = healthy control group. Significant differences between groups are marked with*. 

 

Clinical evaluation 

All participants went through a comprehensive psychopathological evaluation including 

Assessment of Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) (Kay et al., 1987), the 

Operational Criteria Checklist for Psychotic Illness and Affective Illness (OPCRIT)(McGuffin et 

al., 1991), Perceptional section of the Bonn Scale for the Assessment of Basic Symptoms (Gross 

et al., 1987) and Examination of Anomalous Self Experience (EASE) (Parnas et al., 2005).  
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The psychiatric evaluation was performed by KES, a senior resident in psychiatry, who was 

specifically trained and reliability tested by the founder of the EASE scale (JP) and another 

senior EASE expert (JN). The majority of the psychiatric interviews were video recorded. In 

cases of diagnostic or assessment problems the clinical material was reviewed and discussed 

with a senior psychiatrist (JP) and a consensus resolution was achieved.  

 

Psychopathological assessment 

The interviews were performed in a semi-structured and narrative style in order to obtain faithful 

self-descriptions according to the standards of phenomenological interviews (Jansson and 

Nordgaard, 2016). The EASE consists of 57 items, divided into subtypes.  

 

Neurocognition 

Assessment of neurocognitive performance was conducted by the use of the Cambridge 

Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB) for schizophrenia (Barnett et al., 2010). 

This computational test-battery consists of 8 neurocognitive domains. The test was performed on 

a recommended device, iPad Pro 9,7. The test was guided by the verbal instructions from the 

automated test battery. 

All participants were intelligence-tested with the computer based test-system Hogrefe IST 2000R 

(Liepmann et al., 2001) comprising sentence completion, verbal analogies, number series and 

matrices (see table 1). 

 

Statistical analyses  

Statistical procedures were performed in Matlab R 2017a. Group comparisons of EASE scores, 

PANSS symptoms (positive, negative and general) and the CANTAB domains were computed 

using a two-sampled t-test for the continuous data between SCZ and HC. The measures of CD 

(CANTAB total score) was obtained by initially converting those measures which had higher 

score for better performance such that all measures had same directionality, i.e. higher score 

meant higher levels of CD for all variables. The total CANTAB score was then converted into z-

scores on all measures. 

The relationship between SD’s, CD’s, and symptoms was analysed in three different tests: 

correlation analysis, mediation model (MacKinnon and Fairchild, 2009) and moderation model 

(Fairchild and MacKinnon, 2009). First, Spearman’s rank-order correlation was used to analyse 
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associations between EASE total, PANSS (negative, positive and general) and the total 

CANTAB score in the SCZ group. Secondly, in order to assess whether the observed significant 

and near-significant correlations were influencing each other, mediation analyses were 

performed. These mediation models were calculated using CANTAB total score as mediator 

variable for the relationship between total EASE score (independent variable) and PANNS 

general (dependent variable) as well as for total EASE score (independent variable) and PANSS 

positive (dependent variable). Similarly, total EASE was tested as mediator variable for the 

relationship between total CANTAB score (independent variable) and PANNS negative 

(dependent variable). Moderation analysis were done by converting the moderating variable to a 

binary variable based on the z-score with two groups, one with those scoring above the mean (z-

score > 0) and another scoring below the mean (z-score < 0). The differences in the regressed 

relations between the dependent and independent variables could thus be compared between the 

two (high and low score) groups of this new moderator variable.  

All variables in the moderation and mediation analyses were converted into z-scores. 

None of the target variables correlated with age and age correction was therefore omitted. 

 

Results 

 

Baseline comparison 

The first aim was to address group differences between SCZ and HC on the main measures. As 

displayed in table 2, the five domains of EASE as well as the general, positive and negative 

symptoms were all significantly higher in the SCZ group compared to HC. On the 

neurocognitive tests the HC performed significantly better on rapid information processing 

(sustained attention) and reaction time (attention and psychomotor speed) (see Table 2). On the 

remaining, there were no significant differences. In the Paired Associates Learning test assessing 

visual memory, patients had a numerically better albeit non-significant performance. In the 

remaining tests, there was a numerically better performance by HC compared to SCZ which did 

not reach significance. 
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Measure 

 

SCZ 

Mean score 

(SD) 

HC 

Mean score 

(SD) 

Mean group differences 

(p-value ;[CI]) 

EASE domain 1- stream of 

consciousness 

9.17 (2.83) 0.31 (0.63) 8.86 (P<0.001; [7.78;9.84])* 

EASE domain 2-self-awareness & 

presence 

9.09 (3.80) 0.34 (0.68) 8.75 (P<0.001; [7.44;10.04])* 

EASE domain 3-bodily experiences 3.06 (1.83) 0.03 (0.17) 3.03 (P<0.001; [2.04;3.65])* 

EASE domain 4- 

demarcation/transitivism 

1.49 (1.20) 0 1.49 (P<0.001; [1.08.;1.89])* 

EASE domain 5- existential 

reorientation 

2.31 (1.75) 0.26 (0.44) 2.05 (P<0.001; [1.44;2.66])* 

EASE domain total (sum) 25.11 (9.46) 0.94 (1.33) 24.17 (P<0.001; 

[20.95;27.39])* 

PANSS General symptoms 42.43 (7.07) 18.06 (2.51) 24.37 (P<0.001; 

[21.84;26.90])* 

PANSS Positive symptoms 17.74 (3.72)) 7.09 (0.37) 10.65 (P<0.001; 

[9.40;11.92])* 

PANSS Negative symptoms 22.57 (4.98) 7.60 (1.56)  14.97 (P<0.001; 

[13.21;16.73])* 

Reaction Time 330 (32.76) 306 (21.50) 24.00 (p<0.001; 

[10.38;36.82])* 

Paired Associates Learning  6.69 (6.62) 8.11 (10.25) -1.42 (p=0.491; [-

5.545;2.688]) 

One Touch Stockings of Cambridge  10.97 (2.60) 11.94 (2.44) -0.97 (p=0.111; [-2.172-

0.229]) 

Multitasking Test  6.86 (8.78) 4.66 (6.03) 2.20 (p=0.226; [-1.396; 

5.796]) 

Rapid Visual Information Processing  0.89 (0.06) 0.91 (0.04) -0.03 (p=0.033; [-0.050:-

0.002])* 

Emotion Recognition Task  28.49 (5.20) 28.87 (4.60) -0.38 (p=0.753; [-2.712; 

1.969]) 

Spatial Working Memory  7.29 (2.78) 6.97 (2.80) 0.32 (p=0.639; [-1.018;1.646]) 

Verbal Recognition Memory  31.63 (3.02) 32.11 (2.26) -0.48 (p=0.449 [-1.758; 

0.787]) 

CANTAB total score (z-score) 1.25 (4.35) -1.25 (4.64) 2.50 (p=0.372 [-1.603; 0.603]) 

 

 
Table 2. Displaying overall baseline scores for patients (SCZ) and healthy controls (HC). Notably, for the 

CANTAB tests One Touch Stockings of Cambridge, Rapid Visual Information Processing, Emotion Recognition 

Task and Verbal Recognition Memory, a high score would mean a better performance on the test. For the other 

CANTAB measures a low score would indicate a better performance on the test. The CANTAB total score is a sum 
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of all z-scores with similar directionality, i.e. higher score meaning more cognitive deficits. Significant group 

differences are displayed with a *. 

 

Relationships between SD, CD and symptoms 

The internal relationship between SD’s (EASE total-score), CD’s (CANTAB total of z-scores) 

and symptoms (PANSS-scores) in the SCZ group, was explored through correlation analysis in a 

first step (for an overview see figure 2). SD’s correlated moderately with general symptoms (r = 

0.401; p = 0.017) and had a weak near-significant correlation with positive symptoms (r = 0.318; 

p = 0.063). In contrast, SD’s did not correlate with CD (r = 0.107; p = 0.541) or negative 

symptoms (r = -0.079; p = 0.651).  

There was a weak and near-significant correlation between CD’s and negative symptoms (r = 

0.299; p = 0.081), whereas we did not observe correlation with general- (r = 0.117; p = 0.504) or 

positive symptoms (r = 0.142; p = 0.415). The internal correlations between the PANSS 

symptoms are also displayed in figure 2. General symptoms had a moderate correlation with 

negative symptoms (r = 0.439; p = 0.008) and weak correlation with positive symptoms (r = 

0.345; p = 0.035). Positive and negative symptoms had a near-significant weak correlation (r = 

0.295; p = 0.085).  
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Figure 2. Displaying the correlations: no/very weak (r < 0.2), weak (0.2< r <0.4), moderate (r >0.4). Between 

cognitive dysfunction (CD), self-disorders (SD), PANSS negative symptoms (Neg), PANSS general symptoms 

(Gen) and PANNS positive symptoms (Pos). Significant correlations are marked with a *. 

 

 

Additional correlation analyses were performed between measures of perceptual disturbances 

from the basic symptoms (items in BSABS scale) which correlated very strongly with SD’s (r = 

0.797; p < 0.001). Basic symptoms had no significant correlation to CD’s (r = 0.151; p = 0.387) 

or negative symptoms (r = 0.013; p = 0.939), but had moderate correlation with positive 

symptoms (r = 0.421; p = 0.012) and a weak non-significant correlation to general symptoms (r 

= 0.275; p = 0.110). 

Moreover, CD’s had a strong negative correlation with IQ (r = -0.571; p < 0.001), whereas SD’s 

and IQ were uncorrelated (r = 0.118; p = 0.499). Negative symptoms and IQ had a significant 

negative and moderate correlation (r = -0,414; p = 0.014). 

 

Mediation and moderation analyses 

By the use of a mediation model we addressed possible mediation of the observed relations in 

Figure 2. With CD’s (independent), negative symptoms (dependent) and SD’s (mediator 
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variable) there was no substantial estimate difference between the direct relationship of CD’s to 

negative symptoms (r: 0,271; SE: 167; p = 0.115) and the indirect relationship (mediated) (r: 

0.273; SE: 171; p = 0.121). Likewise, we tested for mediation with SD’s (independent), general 

symptoms (dependent) and CD’s (mediator variable), with no substantial difference between 

their direct relationship (r = 0.475; SE: 0.153; p = 0.004) and indirect relationship (r = 0.466; SE: 

0.156; p = 0.005). The same model was applied for SD´s (independent), positive symptoms 

(dependent) and CD’s (mediator), with no mediation effect; direct relationship: (r = 0.294; SE: 

0.166; p = 0.086) mediated relationship: (r = 0.279; SE: 0.169; p = 0.108). 

Moderation analysis with SD (independent), PANSS general (dependent) and CD as moderator, 

showed a small non-significant moderation effect: m: -0.149; SE: 0.317; p: 0.641. Similarly, 

when testing for the moderation effect of CD on the association between SD and PANSS 

positive, there was a small non-significant moderation effects: m: 0.300; SE 0.343; p: 0.421. The 

moderation effect of SD’s on the association between CD’s (independent) and PANSS negative 

(dependent), showed non-significant moderation effect m: 0.449; SE:0.338; p: 0.194.  

 

 

Discussion 

 

Findings in self-disorders and cognitive deficits  

The baseline comparison between SZC and HC, found that SD’s and symptoms were (by 

necessity) higher in SCZ group. This was however not the case for CD’s, where only the 

measures of reaction time and sustained attention were significantly worse in the SCZ group. 

Apart from the test on visual memory, the HC performed numerically better on all cognitive 

tasks. These results are somewhat in line with earlier findings of attentional dysfunction as the 

strongest cognitive marker of early schizophrenia (McGhie and Chapman, 1961, Erlenmeyer-

Kimling and Cornblatt, 1992). However, because attentional dysfunction is found across 

different diagnostic categories (depression) (Marazziti et al., 2010, Neu et al., 2019), (bipolar 

disorder) (Torres et al., 2007) (anxiety) (Berggren and Derakshan, 2013), it is clear that CD’s are 

not specific to schizophrenia. 

As mentioned earlier, many studies report CD’s in first-episode schizophrenia(Zhang et al., 

2019, Rodriguez et al., 2019, Xiong et al., 2019, She et al., 2019, Bak et al., 2017, Zhu et al., 

2019), and one could argue that this goes against our finding of rather few CD’s. However, there 
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are clearly great variation in terms of defining “first-episode” or “recent onset” 

schizophrenia(Newton et al., 2018). This is partly revealed in the mean age of the sample, with 

some studies having mean ages of 38 years for their sample of first-episode schizophrenia(Zhu et 

al., 2019) and the majority between 25-30 years (Bak et al., 2017, She et al., 2019, Rodriguez et 

al., 2019, Xiong et al., 2019). Thus, our sample of non-acute recent-onset schizophrenia patients 

with a mean age of 22,11 years, most likely reflect an earlier stage of schizophrenia where CD’s 

are only marginally present as CD’s accumulate with age in schizophrenia(Mosiołek et al., 

2016). Moreover, the non-acute stage in schizophrenia is associated with less pronounced 

cognitive deficits compared to hospitalized/acute stages(Neu et al., 2019). 

 

The Relationship between self-disorders, symptoms and cognitive deficits  

The main purpose of the correlation analyses was to obtain a clearer view on the internal 

relations between SD’s, CD’s and symptoms. Our hypothesis that SD’s would correlate with the 

symptoms but not CD’s was partly confirmed. The moderate and significant correlation between 

SD’s and general symptoms along with a weak positive correlation with positive symptoms 

suggest an association between SD’s and symptoms.  

As expected CD’s did not correlate with SD’s or the general and positive symptoms. However, 

CD’s were significantly associated with lower IQ within the SZC group. Our finding of a weak 

(non-significant) correlation between CD’s and negative symptoms is perhaps not so surprising. 

It may be expected that the clinical manifestations (negative symptoms) of slowness, apathy, 

lack of engagement and difficulties with abstract thinking will be tautologically reflected in 

cognitive measures that require processing speed and flexibility. However, the same argument 

cannot be applied to the correlation between SD’s and the symptoms (PANSS positive and 

general). First of all, PANSS rate on the severity of the state of symptoms, where the EASE 

measure trait disturbances and only rate whether they are present or not. Secondly, SD’s are not 

measures of symptoms but altered structures of experience.  The relation to symptoms is 

therefore more likely due to certain SD’s reflecting necessary conditions for symptoms to 

emerge, i.e. predispositions (Northoff, 2014). For instance, the EASE item “perceptualization of 

thoughts” will be present if the patient has auditory hallucinations. However, “perceptualization 

of thoughts” can also be present without the patient having auditory hallucinations. Therefore, 

rather than referring to or deriving from symptoms or their expressions, EASE items refer to 

phenomenologically accessible alterations of experience that predispose and thereby increase the 

likelihood of emergence of the symptoms.  
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The strong correlation between SD’s and perceptual disturbances, adds support to the notion that 

the EASE items reflect a basic disorder. This is also interesting as two previous studies have 

reported no relation between basic symptoms (as measured by the Bonn scale) and 

neurocognitive performance (Schultze-Lutter et al., 2007, Zanello and Huguelet, 2001).  

 

 

Self-disorder as basic disturbance – Basic model  

To assess our hypothesis of a basic model, we tested whether the correlations could be explained 

by a mediation or moderation from a third variable. The results showed no mediation or 

moderation effects, i.e. the pairwise associations between SD’s, CD’s and symptoms were not 

affected by the inclusion of the third target variable. We believe that these results point to the 

fact that SD’s and CD’s are two independent phenotypes.  

 

In line with the previously mentioned studies (Haug et al., 2012c, Nordgaard et al., 2015), this 

report suggests that SD’s and CD’s reflect different disturbances in schizophrenia. The results 

suggest an asymmetrical relationship as that of the basic model (see fig. 1). This study add 

support to a model of schizophrenia where CD’s are secondary and non-specific aspects of the 

disorder while SD’s are essential and play a generative role in enabling the symptoms. 

Importantly, our findings show that such a generative and basic role of SD’s cannot be explained 

by cognitive deficits. Instead, the basic disturbance is experiential and thus primarily accessible 

through phenomenological exploration. That raises the question for possible neural markers 

underlying such intrinsically phenomenal self-disturbances. Recent approaches to both neuro-

experiential/mental relationships and specifically the self, suggest a central role of time-space 

dynamics as it is manifest in both the brain’s neural activity and the subjective experience of 

time and space with regard to the self (as also measured with the EASE). This amounts to what 

recently has been described as “Spatiotemporal Psychopathology” (Northoff et al., 2019, 

Northoff, 2018b, Northoff, 2018a, Northoff and Stanghellini, 2016, Fingelkurts and Fingelkurts, 

2019). If so, future studies may want to link for instance the temporal dynamics of the brain to 

the self-disturbances in schizophrenia.     

 

Our study was limited by a relatively small sample size of 35 patients and 35 controls. However, 

the sample size must also be evaluated upon a very extensive battery of tests and time consuming 
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psychopathological evaluation Information on the dose antipsychotic treatment was not 

systematically collected, and therefore we were unable to adjust test-results on the basis of this. 
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Abstract 

Self-alienation is a common characterization of various disturbing experiences in patients with 

schizophrenia. A vivid example comes from patient reports of not recognizing themselves when 

inspecting their specular image in the mirror. By applying the multisensory paradigm of the 

Enfacement Illusion this study empirically addresses the specular Self-Other discrimination in 

patients with schizophrenia. 35 patients diagnosed with schizophrenia and 35 healthy matched 

controls were enrolled in the study. Results found that the group of patients with schizophrenia 

had a significant skewed self-other discrimination towards the other at baseline. Furthermore, the 

effect of visuo-tactile simulation on self-recognition in the schizophrenia patients was 

significantly altered after both synchronous and asynchronous stimulation compared to baseline. 

This contrasted with healthy controls who in line with earlier studies only had significantly 

different self-recognition after synchronous stimulation. The study thus suggests that patients 

with schizophrenia have deviations in their specular self-recognition compared to healthy 

controls. Moreover, that temporal factors in multisensory integration may contribute to 

alterations of self-related stimuli in patients with schizophrenia. 
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1. Introduction 

Looking at oneself in the mirror is a peculiar situation where one is suddenly confronted with 

one’s own subjectivity objectified in the specular image. Such experience may be fleetingly 

unsettling, perhaps motivating some thoughts about self-identity. The fact that the person I see in 

the mirror is me, is a more implicit and automatic identification. It is typically this identification, 

which makes it worthwhile spending time in front of the mirror.   

Among the various features of schizophrenia the relatives of patients often described that the 

future patient could spend hours in front of the mirror inspecting herself (“mirror sign” or “signe 

du miroir” [(Abely, 1930)]). This behaviorally defined sign of schizophrenia may reflect various 

alarming subjective experiences such as not recognizing oneself, seeing oneself as being not 

alive or detecting morphological changes etc. (some patients have a tendency to avoid the 

mirrors altogether) (Parnas et al., 2005). Since the first report of the “mirror sign” by Abely, 

several empirical studies have been published on a variety of abnormalities in mirror-behavior 

and self-recognition in schizophrenia patients (Caputo et al., 2012, Rosenzweig and Shakow, 

1937, Weckowicz and Sommer, 1960). The “mirror sign” is emblematic to the self-alienation 

that characterizes many symptoms and signs in schizophrenia patients. In a phenomenological 

perspective the self-alienation in schizophrenia can be described as an instability in the first 

personal perspective of experience i.e. the way experiences pre-reflectively and transparently 

articulate themselves as our own (there is an automatic self-ascription of experience) (Parnas and 

Henriksen, 2014).  

For most patients, self-disorders will be elusive and difficult to verbalize, giving rise to 

characteristic though vague complaints such as a feeling of strangeness, or not truly existing or 

being present. The instability of the first-person perspective may manifest itself in multiple 

experiential domains such as temporal self-continuity, self-demarcation and a normally 

unproblematic sense of embodiment, i.e. existing as a unified psychophysical organism. 

Since early foundational texts on schizophrenia emphasis on pre-psychotic disturbances to the 

ego or self have been described as a specific and constitutive trait of the disorder (Bleuler, 1911, 

Parnas, 2011). Instead of viewing schizophrenia as a mixture of isolated symptoms and signs the 

demarcation of the disorder was to be found in a characteristic abnormal gestalt of the patient’s 

subjectivity (Sass and Parnas, 2003). 

These phenomenological observations motivate certain neurobiological approaches to the self. 

An important contribution to this area of research comes from studies in multisensory integration 
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including the landmark study of the Rubber Hand Illusion (RHI) (Botvinick and Cohen, 1998). 

The experiment demonstrated how the felt sense of “ownership” of one’s hand could be 

transferred to a rubber hand by use of visuo-tactile stimulation. In the standard procedure of the 

illusion a rubber hand is placed in front of the participant whilst the participant’s real hand is 

hidden from view. The experimenter simultaneously stimulates the rubber hand and the 

participant’s hidden hand with two brushes producing the illusory experience of ownership over 

the rubber hand. The RHI has been tested several times on patients with schizophrenia and 

indicate higher susceptibility and a stronger sense of the illusion compared to healthy controls 

(Peled et al., 2000, Peled et al., 2003, Thakkar et al., 2011) (for a review see (Klaver and 

Dijkerman, 2016)). These findings support the notion that patients with schizophrenia have 

alterations in the multisensory integration relating to bodily self-experience. 

Among the varieties of multisensory illusion tests, we also find the Enfacement Illusion (EI) 

introduced by Tsakiris (2008). This experiment has shown how multisensory stimulation can 

affect self-recognition (Tsakiris, 2008, Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2012b). In the test, self-

recognition is evaluated before and after a stimulation session by letting the participant look at a 

morphing-video between the participant’s own face (self) and the face of a stranger (other). The 

participant has to judge when she starts recognizing herself in the morphing-video by pressing a 

button, in direction other to self, and vice versa in the self to other direction. During the 

stimulation session, the participant watches a video displaying the face of the other looking 

straight back (as if looking into the mirror but seeing the other), while receiving a tactile 

stimulation with a paintbrush at the cheek simultaneously applied to the other in the video. By 

comparing the self-recognition tests, i.e. the percentage of other-frames accepted as looking like 

self, before and after stimulation it has been possible to show how self-recognition can be 

altered. This suggest that facial self-recognition in mirrors to some degree is dependent upon an 

ongoing multisensory integration of visual and tactile stimuli.  

Ferroni et al. (Ferroni et al., 2018) recently published the first study of EI performed on patients 

with schizophrenia. The study compared the effects of EI between patients and controls but 

found no differences between groups with regard to their self-other distinctions. The study used a 

spatial incongruence condition during the visuo-tactile stimulation, i.e. stimulating on the 

opposite cheek. The temporal contribution to the multisensory integration in EI for schizophrenia 

patients thus remains unaddressed.    

Based on some of these considerations, we decided to test self-recognition and multisensory 

integration in patients with schizophrenia by applying the EI. We hypothesize that the group of 
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patients with schizophrenia will have a different self-other boundary in the enfacement illusion 

by being more susceptible to the illusion and accepting more of the other as self. 

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

35 patients diagnosed with schizophrenia (SCZ) (mean age 22.11 years, SE 0.665, 14 males) and 

35 matched healthy controls (HC) (mean age 24.06 years, SE 0.548, 14 males) were included in 

the study (see table1). The patients were recruited from three psychiatric outpatient clinics in 

Region Zealand in Denmark. The majority of patients where under medical treatment with 

atypical antipsychotics. Healthy controls were recruited from various educational institutions in 

Region Zealand by flyers and personal contact to students and staff. All participants were 

recruited between May 2017 and February 2019. The paradigm used in this study was part of a 

larger test-battery. The number of included subjects were determined based on a power 

calculations for estimated differences between groups from this comprehensive test-battery. 

The inclusion criteria for the SCZ group were 1) age between 18 and 40 years 2) diagnosed with 

schizophrenia within the last year according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders V (DSM V) (Association, 2013) 3) a stable phase of the illness (without need for 

hospitalization and capable of 3 hours long interviews). Exclusion criteria were 1) active drug 

abuse 2) any organic pathological conditions likely to affect cognition or the somatosensory 

system (known injury or illness in the central nervous system and mental retardation).  

Inclusion criteria for HC were an age between 18 and 40 years. Exclusion criteria where the 

same as in the SCZ group, moreover participants were excluded if they suffered from a current 

episode of any mental illness or had a history of a chronic mental illness (schizophrenia, 

schizotypy, bipolar illness and severe personality disorder).  

All inclusion and exclusion criteria were assessed based on the psychopathological evaluation, a 

psychiatric and neurological clinical history and a focused neurological examination of vision 

(with Snellens eye-chart), hearing (fingers crackling) and sensation (facial sensation in the three 

branches of trigeminal nerve).  

A written consent was obtained from all participants after having received a thorough oral and 

written description of the tests performed in the study. The study was approved by the regional 

data agency and ethics committee in Region Zealand, Denmark and in line with the ethical 

standards of the Declaration of Helsinki 2013. 
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Scales SCZ HC Between-group 

difference 

Participants 

(Male/Female) 

35 (14 / 21) 35 (14 / 21) 0 

Age (years) 22.11; SD 3.93 24.06; SD 3.24 1.95; P = 0.027* 

Education (years) 11.06; SD 1.85 14.63; SD 1.59 3.57; p < 0.001* 

Intelligence score 93.15; SD 10.96 96.32; SD 10.20 3.17; p = 0.21 

PANSS general score 42.43; SD 7.07 n.a. n.a. 

PANSS positive score 17.74; SD 3.72 n.a. n.a. 

PANSS negative score 22.57 SD 4.98 n.a. n.a. 

Antipsychotic 

medication (%) 

30 (86) 0 (0) 30; p < 0.001* 

Antiepileptic (%) 2 (6) 0 (0) 2; p = 0.156 

Antidepressant (%)  5 (14) 2 (6) 3; p = 0.238 

 
Table 1. Background demographic information presented with mean scores, percentage in group (%), standard 

deviation (SD) and estimated between-group differences with mean and p-values. SCZ = schizophrenia patient 

group. HC = healthy control group. Significant differences between groups are marked with*. Non applicable scores 

are marked as n.a.. 

 

2.2. Clinical evaluation 

All participants went through a comprehensive psychopathological evaluation including 

Assessment of Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANNS) (Kay et al., 1987), the 

Operational Criteria Checklist for Psychotic Illness and Affective Illness (OPCRIT)(McGuffin et 

al., 1991) and Examination of Anomalous Self Experience (EASE) (Parnas et al., 2005). 

Moreover, all participants were intelligence-tested(Liepmann et al., 2001). 

The psychiatric evaluation was performed by KES, a senior resident in psychiatry, who was 

specifically trained and reliability tested by the founder of the EASE scale (JP) and another 

senior EASE expert (JN). The majority of the psychiatric interviews were video recorded. In 

cases of diagnostic or assessment problems the clinical material was discussed with a senior 

psychiatrist (JP) and a consensus resolution was achieved.  
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2.3. Experimental setup 

2.3.1.	Morphing	movie	

Each participant had a digital photograph of their face (Self) taken before starting the 

experiment. Furthermore, a digital library with photographs of different (age, sex and ethnicity) 

unfamiliar faces (Other) had been produced and was available for the purpose of this study. Each 

photograph was imported into Abrosoft Fantamorph 5 (Version 5.4.8) and converted to a 

greyscale. Photographs of participants where flipped horizontally (as in the mirror). Non-facial 

attributes (e.g. ears, hair, background) were removed by applying on oval frame around the face 

and photographs of the participants (Self) were then matched (sex, age and ethnicity) with a 

photo of an unfamiliar face (Other). Two morphing movies each lasting 15 seconds and 

consisting of 150 frames (10 frames/second) were created of the two faces. The morphing 

directions were Self-Other, starting with the Self photograph (100% Self; 0% Other) and 

gradually morphed into the Other photograph (0% Self; 100% Other). A similar procedure in 

opposite direction was used to create an Other-Self movie, thus starting with the Other (0% Self; 

100% Other) and ending with Self (100% Self; 0% Other). 

For the control condition, two more movies (Other1-Other2 and Other2-Other1) were created in 

a similar fashion but with two new unfamiliar faces of similar sex, age and ethnicity. The first 

movie was thus going from Other1 (100% Other1; 0% Other2) to Other2 (0% Other1; 100% 

Other2) and the second movie starting from Other2 (0% Other1; 100% Other2) to Other1 (100% 

Other1; 0% Other2). All participants had to approve that they recognized their own face (Self) in 

the post processed photo used in the experiment furthermore not before having seen the faces 

referred to as Other, Other1 and Other2.  
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Figure 1. Displaying the morphing-movies used in the self-recognition test and the respective instruction to 

participants. The morphing directions showed are the self to other and other to self, which gradually change in the 

movie in the given direction.   

 

	

2.3.2.	Stimulation	movie	

The stimulation-movies had all been produced prior to the experiments. They display a 120 

second movie of the face of the “Other” looking straight into the camera while receiving a tactile 

stimulation with a cotton-bud at the right cheek, starting at the zygomatic bone and moving 2 cm 

inferior at the pace of 0.40 Hz (see Fig.2). In each experiment the stimulation movie was of the 

same face as the one used as “Other” in the morphing movies (Self-Other and Other Self). The 

same movie was used twice for every participant in the so called synchronous and asynchronous 

stimulation (see below). 

2.3.3.	Experimental	procedure	

Experimental presentation including morphing- and stimulation movies were presented using 

PsychoPy (v1.84.2). Participants were seated approximately 50 cm from a screen in a well-lit 

room. The experiment started with a training session consisting of two morphing videos using 

the faces of famous people and a color-morphing of a blue ball gradually shifting its color into 

green. As in the subsequent experiment sessions morphing movies had a duration of 15 seconds 

Self Other

15 seconds

Self-other	morphing

Other-self	morphing

“Press	the	button	when	you	no	longer	see	the	face	as	being	yourself”

“Press	the	button	when	you	begin	to	see	the	face	as	being	yourself”
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and participants were asked to evaluate and react similarly. The training session was used to 

assure that participants understood all instructions.  

All three sessions (Pre- and Post-stimulation sessions) would consist of the same four facial 

recognition tasks, namely Self-Other, Other-Self, Other1-Other2 and Other2-Other1, displayed 

in randomized order. In the Self-Other recognition task, participants would view the Self-Other 

morphing video and asked to press “spacebar” when they stopped seeing the face on the screen 

as being themselves. When viewing the Other-Self morphing video they were asked to press 

“spacebar” when they started seeing the face as being themselves. In the two control conditions 

(Other1-Other2 and Other2-Other1) participants were asked to press “spacebar” when they no 

longer recognized the face that was displayed from start. 

The experimental setup would consist of one Pre-stimulation and two Post-stimulation 

recognition tasks (see Fig.2). The two Post-stimulation sessions were preceded by two different 

stimulation phases (synchronous and asynchronous). The stimulation phases were performed 

before each of the two Post-stimulation sessions. For each participant, there would be a 

synchronous and an asynchronous stimulation phase leading up to the Post-stimulation session, 

the order being randomly assigned to each participant. During the synchronous stimulation phase 

the participant would watch the stimulation movie while receiving a temporally synchronous 

tactile stimulation with a cotton-bud on the specular cheek for the duration of the movie. For the 

asynchronous stimulation participant would watch the same stimulation movie as in the 

synchronous condition but the tactile stimulation would be applied temporally asynchronous in 

respect to the stimulation movie in a similar frequency and at the specular cheek. Participants 

were asked to sit still and look directly into the eyes of the person in the movie during all 

stimulation phases. There was a 1 min break between the two Post-stimulation sessions.  
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Figure.2. The experimental setup consisting of three face-recognition tasks (one pre-stimulation and two post-

stimulation) and two visuo-tactile stimulation phases. Face-recognition tasks would consist of 4 randomly displayed 

morphing videos lasting 15 seconds. In the Self-Other recognition task, participants were asked to press “spacebar” 

when they stopped seeing the face on the screen as being themselves. When viewing the Other-Self morphing video 

they were asked to press “spacebar” when they started seeing the face as being themselves. In the two control 

conditions (Other1-Other2 and Other2-Other1) participants were asked to press “spacebar” when they no longer 

recognized the face that was displayed from start. 

 

2.4. Statistical methods 

Reaction times (rt.) from the self-recognition tasks (0-15 sec.) were converted into percentage of 

Other frames seen as Self. For Self-Other direction (rt. / 15) *100 and Other-Self (15-rt./15) 

*100. For Other1-Other2 and Other2-Other1 recognition it was done by (rt./15) *100. In the case 

that participants would react after the morphing movie had finished (+15 sec.) the rt. would be 

changed to 15 sec.  

The statistical procedure for comparing pre-stimulation tasks between the groups SCZ and HC 

was done by an unpaired t-test. Differences within each group between pre- and post-

stimulations was done by mixed models including id as a random variable.  

For all analyses, SAS Enterprise Guide 7.1 was used. P-values less than 5% was considered 

significant.  

As shown in table 1, there was a small numerical but statistically significant age difference 

between groups. We had no a priori expectation that IQ or age would influence the outcome on 

Pre-stimulation
face-recognition

tasks

Post-stimulation
face-recognition

tasks

Stimulation	phase
(synchronous	or	
asynchronous)

Stimulation	phase
(synchronous	or
asynchronous)

self-other

other-self

other1-other2

other2-other1

self-other

other-self

other1-other2

other2-other1

self-other

other-self

other1-other2

other2-other1
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the tests. IQ had a non-significant correlation of r = -0.036 (p=0.77) with the pre-stimulatory 

Self-Other and a correlation of r = 0.14 (p=0.25) with the post-stimulatory target variable of 

asynchronous Other-Self. Age had similarly a non-significant correlation of r = -0.14 (p=0.26) 

with pre-stimulatory Self-Other and r =-0.003 (p=0.98) with the post-stimulatory asynchronous 

Other-Self. The results are non-significant for all other key variables as well. Based on these 

considerations we did not to correct for IQ or age. 

 

3. Results 

For an overview of all results shown in Figure 3, see supplementary material. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3. A graphical presentation of the results from all participants. Mean score and 25th and 75th percentiles are 

marked for each group in the four judgement tasks defined by morphing directions in pre-stimulation, synchronous 

and asynchronous condition.  

3.1. Pre-stimulation 

In the pre-stimulus condition the SCZ group attributed 64.75% of frames to Self while the HC 

group attributed 52.36% (Fig. 4). This difference was seen in the Self-Other morphing direction 

and was significantly different [12.39%; p=0.001; SE=3.60] between the two groups. In Other-

Self morphing direction SCZ group attributed 31.41% of the frames to Self and HC 30.55% 

being non-significant [0.85%; p=0.79; SE=3.17]. The difference between SCZ and HC were 

non-significant for all other-other conditions during pre-stimulation. 

Schizophrenia    

  Pre−stimulation

  Synchronous    

  Asynchronous   

Healthy Controls 

  Pre−stimulation

  Synchronous    

  Asynchronous   

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

   

20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Mean(IQR)

      Self−Other

20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Mean(IQR)

      Other−Self

20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Mean(IQR)

   Other1−Other2

20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Mean(IQR)

   Other2−Other1
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Figure 4. A graphical presentation of the pre-stimulation phase for all conditions between SCZ and HC groups. 

Displaying mean % of frames perceived as self and other (for self-other and other-self) and for the control condition 

displaying a mean % of the second (other) face seen as belonging to first (other) face in the other-other conditions. 

Significant differences between groups are marked with *. 

 

3.2. Post-stimulation  

The effect of stimulation on self-recognition in the post-stimulation sessions for Other-Self 

morphing direction are displayed in Figure 5. The effect of synchronous stimulation for Other-

Self direction in the SCZ group was statistically significant [7.75%; p=0.018; SE=0.482]. 

Likewise, for the HC group there was a significant effect of synchronous stimulation in Other-

Self direction [7.93%; p=0.006; SE=0.428]. Following asynchronous-stimulation a significant 

increase in frames attributed to self was found in the SCZ group [6.49%; p=0.046; SE=0.482]. In 

the HC group the increase was non-significant [4.53%; p=0.115; SE=0.428]. There was no 

significant effect in the self-recognition for self-other morphing condition between pre- and post-

stimulus for any of the groups. 
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Figure 5. Graphical presentation of the mean percentage of frames attributed to Self and Other in schizophrenia 

group (SCZ) and healthy control group (HC) for Other-Self morphing videos. Mean values of the difference 

between pre-stimulus and post-stimulus (synchronous and asynchronous) in frames attributed to Self are displayed 

as Delta Self. Significant differences within groups between pre-stimulus and post-stimulus are marked in the Delta 

Self with *.  

For all other-other conditions (Other1-Other2 and Other2-Other1) there were no significant 

differences found in any of the groups between all pre- and post-stimulation sessions 

(synchronous and asynchronous). In order to assess any effect of the order in which participants 

were exposed to synchronous and asynchronous stimulation, the difference between first and 

second post-stimulation session (regardless of it being synchronous or asynchronous) were 

addressed. For all participants, the percentage of other accepted as self between the first and 

second session were non-significant for other-self [3.47%; p=0.105; SE=0.319] and self-other 

[1.50%; p=0.567; SE=0.391].  

We found no significant differences between target variables depending on the order of 

stimulation, i.e. between those subjects who were exposed to synchronous stimulation in the first 

stimulation phase vs. those beginning with asynchronous stimulation. 
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4. Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to identify changes in self-recognition among patients with 

schizophrenia with a hypothesis that they would be more susceptible to the Enfacement Illusion 

by accepting more of the other as self. The focus in this paper is on group differences and does 

not include measures of EASE or any other psychopathological scales as this is beyond the scope 

of this article. 

The Enfacement Illusion is designed to test the role of ongoing multisensory integration on self-

recognition by using the face of another in a simulated mirror-like situation using visuo-tactile 

stimulation. The use of a synchronous and asynchronous visuo-tactile stimulation draws on the 

need for a degree of temporal synchrony in order for the multisensory integration, and thus the 

illusion, to take place.  

This study found no differences between groups with regard to the effect sizes of the illusion 

compared across the different morphing directions. However, within groups the SCZ group had 

significant effect of both synchronous and asynchronous stimulation on self-recognition in 

Other-Self morphing direction. Thus, they accepted significantly more of the other in post-

stimulation self-recognition session compared to pre-stimulation regardless of whether the 

stimulation was synchronous or asynchronous. Similar to other studies (Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 

2012a, Tsakiris, 2008), there was only significant effect of synchronous- but not asynchronous 

visuo-tactile stimulation on self-recognition in the HC group in Other-Self direction. Previous 

studies comparing schizophrenia patients with healthy controls in body-illusion paradigms report 

similar findings of illusion effects in the SCZ in both synchronous and asynchronous stimulation 

conditions (Kaplan et al., 2014, Shaqiri et al., 2018, Prikken et al., 2019). For both groups SCZ 

and HC, there was no significant effect between the self-recognition tests in pre-stimulation and 

post-stimulation for Self-Other direction.  

The findings of effect of both synchronous and asynchronous stimulation in SCZ group could be 

interpreted as a greater temporal tolerance in multisensory integration and thus seen as a higher 

susceptibility to the illusion. This temporal dimension of multisensory integration is sometimes 

tested using “temporal binding window” being the time within which paired stimuli from two 

different sensory modalities are perceptually bound. Some studies have shown that patients with 

schizophrenia have larger temporal binding windows and suggest this as a component of altered 

multisensory integration in schizophrenia (Klaver and Dijkerman, 2016, Costantini et al., 2016). 

The importance of spatial congruent/incongruent visuo-tactile stimulation on self-face 

recognition has been previously addressed in an Enfacement Illusion study on patients with 

schizophrenia (Ferroni et al., 2018). The study, which was the first to test the Enfacement 
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Illusion paradigm on patients with schizophrenia, used a spatial incongruent condition (opposite 

cheek) instead of temporal asynchronous condition. The study reported no significant differences 

in self-other boundaries in the schizophrenia group compared to the healthy controls. The study 

did however report a difference in other-other boundaries in the schizophrenia group compared 

to healthy controls. Another notable difference between the current study and previous studies of 

EI which may have an impact on the results, is the duration of the morphing video. Previous 

studies of EI have had morphing videos spanning from 100 sec. (Tsakiris, 2008) to 10 sec. 

(Ferroni et al., 2018) where the current study had 15 seconds morphing movies.  

The other-other conditions in this study were primarily used as control condition to address any 

test-retest variability between pre- and post recognition tests, i.e. any general tendency among 

participants to respond in a certain way as a consequence to repeated testing. All comparisons 

within and between SCZ or HC group showed non-significant differences between pre- and post 

other-other conditions. For an overview, see Appendix 1. 

Disturbances in the processing of faces, body parts and perceptual gestalts in general are well 

documented in patients with schizophrenia (Uhlhaas and Mishara, 2007, Chan et al., 2010, Ferri 

et al., 2012). For this reason, we decided to look at differences in self-recognition prior to 

multisensory stimulation (baseline) between SCZ and HC groups. We did not have any a priori 

hypothesis as to whether the direction of morphing would influence the different scores between 

SCZ and HC. As shown in the results we only found significant differences between groups in 

the Self-Other direction where the SCZ group accepted 12.39% more of Other as Self compared 

to the HC group, results being highly significant (p=0.001). This finding shows that the baseline 

Self-Other boundary in the SCZ group is notably displaced towards the Other. One could 

speculate as to the reason for this group difference only being present in the morphing direction 

Self-Other and not in Other-Self or Other-Other. From a clinical perspective, the mentioned 

mirror-sign in schizophrenia is related to various anomalous experiences relating to the situation 

of looking at one’s specular image. This is on a crude level resembled in the Self-Other 

morphing video starting with a picture of Self, simulating the mirror-situation, unlike the Other-

Self morphing video which begin with the face of the Other. We could speculate that SCZ 

patients when confronted with their own face (Self), adopt a more reflexive and observing 

attitude to the task, i.e. looking for facial features resembling their visual recollection of 

themselves. This would contrast with HC which would rely on a spontaneous and automatic self-

recognition. However, in the Other-Self condition and especially in the other-other conditions, 

starting with Other, both groups would perhaps initiate the task similarly with the observational 
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strategy of comparing facial features. Thus, the results would primarily differ in the Self-Other 

between groups.  

The mirror-sign can from a phenomenological perspective be seen as a distortion of the psycho-

physical self-coincidence giving rise to instability in the pre-reflective automatic self-ascription 

of the specular image. Multiple neurocognitive mechanisms have been proposed for self-

disorders (Mishara et al., 2016, Nelson and A. Sass, 2017, Northoff and Stanghellini, 2016), and 

we would like to draw the attention to a recent empirical study. Nelson et al. used a composite 

score of source monitoring deficit to explain 38% of the variance in self-disorders (EASE-score) 

being substantially higher than for other clinical scores (Nelson et al., 2019b). Source monitoring 

deficits in schizophrenia have been reported previously in the literature (Keefe et al., 1999) and 

are typically referred to as deficits in the implicit discrimination between different sources or 

origins of experience. They can be divided into the discrimination between internal (self) and 

external (other/world) as well as between two internal or two external sources (Nelson and A. 

Sass, 2017). A suggested mechanism involved in source monitoring deficit is that self-generated 

stimuli are accompanied by an efference copy (neural signal) which create a neural 

representation of sensory inputs influenced by efference copies, also known as “corollary 

discharge”(Poulet and Hedwig, 2007). By this mechanism self-generated stimuli can be 

discriminated from external signals and thus enable a basis for the various differences in 

prediction and intensity of the signals, i.e. self-generated signals are more predictive than non-

self-generated signals and self-generated signals are thus attenuated. Other complementary 

approaches have addressed the issue at the level of functional brain networks involving default-

mode network (including regions such as medial prefrontal cortex, the posterior cingulate cortex 

and precuneus) active during self-related (internal) processes and a task-positive networks 

positive network (including the regions: lateral prefrontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex) 

active during externally oriented tasks. The dynamic relation of activity between these networks 

are temporally structured within different frequency ranges and interact by various mechanisms 

to ensure its communication. Deviations in the mechanisms regulating these functional networks 

and a general imbalance in the activity within different frequency bands are described in 

schizophrenia (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010, Uhlhaas and Singer, 2015, Sun et al., 2013, Li et al., 

2015) along with its possible implications for abnormal self-experience (Northoff and Duncan, 

2016). This has also been conceptualized as “spatiotemporal psychopathology” (Northoff, 

2018b), linking spatiotemporal aspects of experience with the time and space of neural dynamics 

(Northoff and Stanghellini, 2016). 
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As described earlier, all patients were diagnosed with schizophrenia within the last year making 

it a unique sample with minimum influence of chronic aspects of the illness among patients. 

Some limitations in the present study can be highlighted. The lack of a spatially incongruent 

condition makes comparison with the previous study (Ferroni et al., 2018) difficult and limits the 

possibility of differentiation between temporal and spatial factors. We failed to show significant 

difference between synchronous and asynchronous in the other-self morphing direction among 

healthy controls, which has been reported in previous EI studies. There where however 

significant difference between pre- and post-stimulation conditions for both groups. Another 

limitation of the current study is the limited sample size. Obviously, larger studies are required to 

replicate the results of this study. 

In conclusion, this study found significant difference in self-recognition in a pre- and stimulatory 

condition between patients with schizophrenia and healthy matched controls. The study provides 

quantifiable support of the notion that patients with schizophrenia exhibit alterations in self-face 

recognition and are more susceptible to multisensory illusions challenging self-other boundaries. 

The study supports the notion that temporal factors may contribute to an altered multisensory 

integration of self-related stimuli in patients with schizophrenia. 
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Abstract  
Background: Schizophrenia can be characterized as a basic self-disorder that includes abnormal 
temporal integration on both phenomenological (experience), and psychological (information 
processing) levels. The neuronal mechanisms underlying such abnormal temporal integration 
remains unclear.  
Methods: We here combined measures of temporal integration on the neuronal level i.e., the 
brain’s intrinsic neural time scale using autocorrelation window (ACW) and power law exponent 
(PLE) with those of temporal integration on self-referential task (Enfacement illusion) and 
measures of basic self-disorder (Examination of Anomalous Self-Experience (EASE)).  
Results: Schizophrenia patients exhibited abnormally prolonged ACW and higher PLE only 
during the self-referential task, but not during a non-self-referential task (auditory oddball 
paradigm). Moreover, the degree of ACW/PLE change of task relative to rest was significantly 
reduced in the Enfacement illusion task in schizophrenia patients. Applying a moderation model, 
we observed that low and high ACW/PLE mediated the impact of the basic self-disorder (EASE) 
on specifically negative symptoms.  
Conclusions: Together, we here demonstrate for the first time changes in temporal integration of 
self on the neuronal level in schizophrenia and how they are related to abnormal temporal 
integration of self on psychological (Enfacement illusion) and phenomenological (basic self-
disorder) levels (as well as how that moderates specifically negative symptoms). Our findings 
open the door for the future development of therapeutic intervention for the basic self-disorder 
itself prior to the outbreak of the acute symptoms by modulating its underlying intrinsic neural 
time scales.  
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Introduction  
Basic self-disorder in schizophrenia – Temporal integration on psychological and 
phenomenological levels of self  
The disturbance of basic self (a structural instability of the first person-perspective) has been 
proposed to constitute a core trait-phenomenological feature of schizophrenia (Parnas and 
Henriksen, 2014, Parnas, 2012, Koren et al., 2019). Such basic self-disorder can be assessed with 
a well-established phenomenological instrument, i.e. the EASE-scale (Examination of 
Anomalous Self-Experience) (Parnas et al., 2005). One core feature of the EASE and the basic 
self-disorder in general are changes in temporal integration on a phenomenological level (time 
experience)(Fuchs, 2012, Stanghellini et al., 2016, Northoff and Stanghellini, 2016, Fuchs, 2007) 
and psychological (time perception) levels (Giersch et al., 2015, Giersch et al., 2016, Martin et 
al., 2014, Martin et al., 2017, Martin et al., 2018, Martin et al., 2019a, Mishara and Giersch, 
2017, Stanghellini et al., 2016). The central role of temporal integration is also supported by 
observations on the self in healthy individuals in which temporal integration is a core feature of 
maintaining a stable and continuous sense of self (Sui and Humphreys, 2015, Northoff and 
Duncan, 2016, Northoff, 2017). 
The basic self-disorder and its changes in temporal integration are well established on 
phenomenological and psychopathological grounds (Bleuler, 1911, Jaspers, 1959/1963, Parnas, 
2012, Fuchs, 2012, Sass and Parnas, 2003, Fuchs, 2007). In contrast, the neuronal mechanisms 
of the basic self-disorder remain unknown.   
Several studies using fMRI (Damme et al., 2019, van der Meer et al., 2010, Potvin et al., 2019, 
Taylor et al., 2007) or EEG (Martin et al., 2014, Martin et al., 2017, Martin et al., 2018, Martin 
et al., 2019b, Giersch et al., 2015, Giersch et al., 2016, Nelson et al., 2019a, Metzler et al., 2014, 
Pinheiro et al., 2017, Jia et al., 2019, Murphy et al., 2019) observed changes during task-related 
activity in response to self-referential stimuli in schizophrenia. The results show reduced activity 
in cortical midline structures (medial prefrontal cortex and posterior cingulate cortex) (fMRI) 
(Damme et al., 2019, Potvin et al., 2019) and decreased amplitudes in event-related potentials 
(ERP) (Nelson et al., 2019a, Pinheiro et al., 2017, Metzler et al., 2014, Murphy et al., 2019, Jia et 
al., 2019). How these activity changes during self-referential stimuli are related to the self-
disorder and especially its underlying deficit in temporal integration remains unclear. A recent 
multisensory integration paradigm testing self-recognition, (Enfacement illusion)(Tsakiris, 2008, 
Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2012b), found behavioral deficits in schizophrenia (Ferroni et al., 2018, 
Sandsten et al., 2020) possibly related to deficits in temporal integration of self. 
 
Intrinsic neural time scales – Temporal integration on the neuronal level of self  
Information processing in the brain is shaped by its spontaneous activity’s spatiotemporal 
dynamics constituting an intricate temporal structure. Such temporal structure is manifest in what 
has been described as ‘intrinsic neural time scale’ (Murray et al., 2014, Gollo et al., 2015, Gollo 
et al., 2017, Chaudhuri et al., 2015). The intrinsic neural time scale provides temporal windows 
within which different stimuli can be pooled and summed together and thus processed in an 
integrated way (temporal integration) (Honey et al., 2012, Himberger et al., 2018). The intrinsic 
neural timescale can be investigated by calculating autocorrelation using a well-established 
measure, known as the autocorrelation window (ACW). The ACW measures repeating and thereby 
correlating patterns in a signal, enabling us to test the relationship, e.g., correlation in one and the 
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same neural activity patterns at different points in time (Murray et al., 2014). The ACW has been 
applied at both the cellular (Murray et al., 2014, Cavanagh et al., 2016, Bernacchia et al., 2011) 
and system levels (Wolff et al., 2019, Watanabe et al., 2019, Huang et al., 2018). Therefore, the 
ACW can be regarded a valid measure of the brain’s intrinsic neural time scale and subsequently 
of temporal integration (Himberger et al., 2018, Gollo et al., 2015, Gollo et al., 2017, Murray et 
al., 2014, Honey et al., 2012).  
Moreover, it has recently been suggested that longer ACW is related to slow frequencies while 
shorter ACW is rather related to stronger power in faster frequencies (Honey et al., 2012). The 
balance in the power between slow and fast frequencies can be measured by calculating the 
frequency characteristics of the periodic oscillations in EEG as for instance using the power law 
exponent (PLE) to index arrhythmic scale-free (“1/f noise”) brain activity (He et al., 2010, He, 
2014, Huang et al., 2016b, Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2001, Palva and Palva, 2018, Huang et al., 
2017). Like the ACW in the time domain, the PLE can be conceived an index of temporal 
integration albeit in the frequency domain, ie., it measures the degree of integration in the power 
of different frequencies (Honey et al., 2012, Gollo et al., 2015, Gollo et al., 2017, Linkenkaer-
Hansen et al., 2001).  
Most interestingly, recent studies in healthy subjects using both fMRI (Huang et al., 2016b) and 
EEG (Wolff et al., 2019) show that inter-individual variation in the brain’s intrinsic neural time 
scales, as measured with ACW and PLE, explains a high degree of inter-individual variation in 
self-consciousness (see also (Davey et al., 2016, Qin and Northoff, 2011) and (Bai et al., 2016) for 
the overlap of self and rest).  
Schizophrenia has been characterized by decreases in the power of specifically the faster 
frequencies (like gamma (Spencer and Ghorashi, 2014, Hirano et al., 2015, Hirano et al., 2018), 
alpha (Goldstein et al., 2015, Jang et al., 2019) and theta (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010, Uhlhaas and 
Singer, 2015, Gomez-Pilar et al., 2018)). Given the power reduction in fast frequencies in 
schizophrenia as well as the dependence of ACW and PLE on the balance of slow-fast frequency 
power, one would expect prolonged ACW and elevated PLE in schizophrenia on the neuronal 
level. Moreover, it seems likely that these neuronal changes in ACW and PLE could be related to 
changes in temporal integration of the self on psychological and phenomenological measures (see 
Figure 1a). 
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Figure 1a. Schematic overview of basic hypothesis and experimental paradigm.  

 

  
Figure 1b. Illustration of the self-recognition task from the Enfacement Illusion. 

 

 

Main aim and experimental design   
The main aim of our study consisted in investigating the brain’s intrinsic neural time scales for 
the first time in schizophrenia (see (Watanabe et al., 2019, Damiani et al., 2019) for autism). 
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Specifically, we aimed at testing for temporal integration on the neuronal level (ACW, PLE) and 
how that mediates temporal integration of self on psychological (Enfacement illusion task) and 
phenomenological (EASE) levels. To that end, we, during EEG, applied the Enfacement illusion 
task that, due to continuous changing facial pictures, requires a high degree of temporal 
integration (Tsakiris, 2008, Ferroni et al., 2018, Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2012b) (see Figure 1b). 
In addition, we also applied a non-self-referential task, a standard auditory oddball paradigm 
(Magno et al., 2008, Brockhaus-Dumke et al., 2005, Michie, 2001). This served the purpose to 
test whether the expected changes in ACW and PLE during the Enfacement illusion are task-
specific for self-referential processing or task-unspecific. We hypothesized that temporal 
integration on the neuronal level would be abnormal, i.e., long ACW and high PLE, in our 
schizophrenia participants in especially the self-referential task.  
The second aim was to relate task-related activity to resting state activity by computing their 
difference, i.e., ‘rest-task modulation’ (Northoff et al., 2010, Huang et al., 2017). Based on the 
data reported on self-referential processing (Martin et al., 2014, Martin et al., 2017, Martin et al., 
2018, Martin et al., 2019b, Giersch et al., 2015, Giersch et al., 2016, Nelson et al., 2019a, Metzler 
et al., 2014, Pinheiro et al., 2017, Jia et al., 2019, Murphy et al., 2019), we hypothesized that 
schizophrenia participants would show reduced rest-task ACW/PLE difference during the self-
referential task.  
The scale-free activity in EEG was calculated in a novel way. EEG power reflects a mixture of 
broadband scale-free activity with a particular PLE and specific band-limited oscillations such as 
alpha and beta (Buzsáki, 2006). In order to properly investigate the broadband component of EEG 
power, resampling procedures are often used to attenuate the band-limited oscillations (He, 2014). 
We applied a recently-developed method (IRASA) (Wen and Liu, 2016) (see below), for 
separating and isolating the fractal (and oscillatory) component of the power spectrum in 
schizophrenia for the first time. This allowed us measuring temporal integration by the PLE in a 
more refined way (the fractal component itself). This is different from the oscillatory component 
that does not reflect temporal integration by itself. 
Finally, our third aim consisted in relating the measures of neuronal integration to 
psychopathology (EASE and PANSS) as self-disorder supposedly precedes the acute 
psychopathological symptoms (Martin et al., 2014, Martin et al., 2017, Martin et al., 2018, Martin 
et al., 2019b, Giersch et al., 2015, Giersch et al., 2016, Nelson et al., 2019a, Metzler et al., 2014, 
Pinheiro et al., 2017, Jia et al., 2019, Murphy et al., 2019). We hypothesized that the temporal 
integration on the neuronal level (ACW and PLE), moderate the impact of the self-disorder on 
symptoms. The background here is that psychopathological features have a primary temporal basis 
as suggested in the recently developed concept of “Spatiotemporal Psychopathology” (Northoff 
and Stanghellini, 2016, Northoff, 2018a, Northoff, 2016b, Northoff, 2016c, Fingelkurts and 
Fingelkurts, 2019).  
 
 
Methods and Materials  

Subjects 
35 patients diagnosed with schizophrenia (SCZ) (mean age 22.11 years, 14 males) and 35 
matched healthy controls (HC) (mean age 24.06 years, 14 males) completed the study. The 
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patients were recruited from three psychiatric outpatient clinics in Region Zealand in Denmark 
between May 2017 and February 2019. The majority of patients were under treatment with 
atypical antipsychotics (see table 1).  
Inclusion criteria for the SCZ group were 1) age between 18 and 40 years 2) a diagnosis of 
schizophrenia within the last year according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders V (DSM V) (Association, 2013) 3) a stable non-acute symptomatic phase of the illness 
(capable of 3 hour interviews). Exclusion criteria were 1) active drug abuse 2) any organic 
pathological conditions likely to affect cognition or the somatosensory system (known injury or 
illness in the central nervous system and mental retardation).  
Inclusion criteria for HC were an age between 18 and 40 years. Exclusion criteria as in the SCZ 
group. Participants were excluded if suffering from a current episode of any mental illness or had 
a history of a chronic mental illness (schizophrenia, schizotypal disorder, bipolar illness and 
severe personality disorder). 
Written consent was obtained from all participants after having received an oral and written 
description of the paradigms in the study. The study was approved by the regional data agency 
and ethics committee in Region Zealand, Denmark and in line with the ethical standards of the 
Declaration of Helsinki 2013. Two patients from the SCZ group dropped out during data 
collection, one due to deterioration of mental condition and the other due to long traveling 
distance. One HC was excluded in the analysis, due to fulfilling the criteria of schizotypal 
disorder. One subject (SCZ) was excluded in the present paper due to corrupted EEG file, 
leaving a total of 34 SCZ and 35 HC in final analysis. 
 
 
Scales SCZ HC Between-group 

difference 
Participants 
(Male/Female) 

34 (14 / 
20) 

35 (14 / 
21) 

1 

Age (years) 22.12; SD 
3.93 

24.06; SD 
3.24 

1.95; P = 0.027* 

Intelligence score 93.15; SD 
10.96 

96.32; SD 
10.20 

3.17; p = 0.21 

Antipsychotic 
medication (%) 

30 (88) 0 (0) 30; p < 0.001* 

Antiepileptic (%) 2 (6) 0 (0) 2; p = 0.156 
Antidepressant (%) 5 (15) 2 (6) 3; p = 0.238 

 
Table 1. Background demographic information presented with mean scores, percentage in group 
(%), standard deviation and estimated between-group differences with mean and p-values. SCZ 
= schizophrenia patient group. HC = healthy control group. Intelligence score is a composite 
score of 4 IST-2000 computerized subtests representing fluid, crystallized, verbal and non-verbal 
domains (Liepmann et al., 2001) . Significant differences between groups are marked with*. 
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Clinical evaluation 
The psychiatric evaluation was performed by KES, a senior resident in psychiatry, who was 
reliability tested and trained by the founder of the EASE scale (JP) and a senior EASE expert 
(JN). All participants were evaluated with a comprehensive psychopathological examination 
including Assessment of Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANNS) (Kay et al., 1987), the 
Operational Criteria Checklist for Psychotic Illness and Affective Illness (OPCRIT) (McGuffin 
et al., 1991), the perceptual domain of the Bonn-scale (BSABS) (Gross et al., 1987) and 
Examination of Anomalous Self Experience (EASE) (Parnas et al., 2005). A focused 
neurological examination of vision (with Snellens eye-chart), hearing (fingers crackling) and 
sensation (facial sensation in the three branches of trigeminal nerve) was performed.  
 

Psychopathological assessment of self-disorder and its relationship to positive and negative 
symptoms  
Participants were evaluated with the EASE-scale, a psychometric instrument targeting different 
domains of self-disorders. The interviews were performed in a semi-structured style in order to 
obtain faithful self-descriptions according to the standards of phenomenological interviews 
(Jansson and Nordgaard, 2016). The EASE consists of 57 items, divided into five domains of 
experience. 1. Stream of consciousness 2. Sense of basic self and presence 3. Disorders of 
embodiment 4. Self-demarcation and solipsistic experiences 5. Existential reorientation (Parnas 
et al., 2005).  
 

Paradigms in EEG  
The laboratory was situated at the Department of Neurology in the University Hospital of 
Roskilde, Denmark.  
Resting state EEG was recorded with participants lying with their eyes open for 5 minutes. 
Participants were asked to fix their gaze at a particular point on the wall while relaxing. 
Moreover, we recorded EEG continuously during two different paradigms: Enfacement illusion 
and auditory oddball paradigm.  
Enfacement illusion paradigm: The task consisted of three blocks of four facial recognition tasks. 
The tasks comprised pictures of the participants face and/or other faces, being dynamically 
morphed into each other on a screen. Each block had four morphing conditions: self-other, other-
self, other1-other2 and other2-other1 (in randomized order). See figure 1b and for further details 
see (Sandsten et al., 2020).  
Oddball paradigm: Consisted of 1000 tones at 1000 Hz, 60dB, presented with an inter-stimulus 
interval of 500 msec. 900 tones (90%) were standard tones of 50 ms duration and 100 (10%) 
were deviants of 100 ms duration. All tones were presented in a randomized order binaurally 
through headphones while the participants watched a mute video. 
Measurement of ACW and PLE during the tasks: Calculation of ACW and PLE (see below for 
details) requires a continuous time series of data points across a longer time interval (Murray et 
al., 2014, Honey et al., 2012, Gollo et al., 2015, Gollo et al., 2017) as distinguished from the 
traditional discontinuous event-related paradigm(Huk et al., 2018). We therefore used the EEG 
recording throughout the whole Enfacement illusion and auditory oddball task to calculate ACW 
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and PLE; this made it impossible to consider condition-specific effects within each paradigm 
itself (like self-other vs other-self direction in the Enfacement illusion or standard vs oddball 
tones in the oddball task).     

 

EEG acquisition and analysis  
The EEG recording system used was a Nicolet Nervus, version 5.94.1.534 with a V44 
amplifying system. The Ag/AgCl electrodes were distributed with a WaveGuard cap-system 
comprising 20 electrodes applied according to the 10/20 system. Six additional low-row 
electrodes where attached along with 1 eye-flick transducer, 2 ECG-electrodes and a built-in 
NONN pulse oximetry.  
EEG preprocessing of the data was performed using the Harvard Automated Preprocessing 
Pipeline for EEG (HAPPE (Gabard-Durnam et al., 2018)), with slight modifications. Data were 
first filtered with a 1 Hz FIR highpass filter in EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). Because 
the Cleanline procedure traditionally used in the HAPPE pipeline failed to adequately suppress 
line noise in our data, we replaced this step of the pipeline with notch filtering at 50 Hz and 100 
Hz. Bad channels were then rejected using HAPPE’s normalized log-power heuristic, and wavelet-
thresholded ICA was performed to prepare the data for regular ICA decomposition. Artifactual 
ICA components were rejected using MARA(Winkler et al., 2011). Data were then segmented into 
2-second non-overlapping epochs, and bad channels and segments were repaired using FASTER 
(Nolan et al., 2010). To preserve continuity of the time series for our subsequent analyses, no 
segments were rejected outright at this step. Finally, data were re-referenced to a common average 
reference.  
Calculation of autocorrelation window (ACW): The autocorrelation window was calculated 
according to the methods of Honey et al. (2012) (Honey et al., 2012). In brief, the EEG signal was 
divided into 20-second segments with 50% overlap. The autocorrelation function was calculated 
on each segment, and its full width at half maximum was taken as the ACW value for that segment. 
ACW values were then averaged over all segments to extract the mean ACW for a given subject 
and electrode. Requiring a continuous time series over longer time intervals (see above), ACW 
was calculated for the whole-time series obtained during the resting state and tasks. The same was 
done for PLE.  
Calculation of power law exponent (PLE): In order to estimate the power law exponent, we used 
a resampling procedure (Wen and Liu, 2016) to separate scale-free fractal activity from oscillatory 
and other scale-dependent activity. EEG power spectra consists of broadband scale free. These 
oscillations make direct estimation of the scale-free based power law exponent from the power 
spectrum difficult. In order to separate these oscillations and isolate the fractal component, we 
employed the Irregular Resampling for Auto-Spectral Analysis (IRASA) method, which resamples 
the signal by a number of non-integer factors. By definition, scale-free activity is consistent 
between the resampled power spectra, while band-limited oscillations are shifted. The fractal 
component is extracted as the median of the resampled power spectra, while the difference of this 
fractal power with the original power spectrum is taken as the oscillatory component. We applied 
the IRASA method in 10-second windows with no overlap, using resampling factors ranging from 
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1.1 to 2.9 in steps of 0.05 (excluding 2), following the methods of a previous study 
(Muthukumaraswamy and Liley, 2017). 
 

Statistical analysis  
Differences in ACW and PLE between SCZ and HC were assessed using cluster-based 
permutation testing (which corresponds to FDR-correction) (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) 
implemented in the Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011). The Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic 
was used for the channel-level statistic, and neighboring electrodes were determined using 
triangulation. For the moderation model (Ferri et al., 2017) testing for correlation of ACW/PLE 
with the interaction between psychopathological components (as based on the principal 
component analysis; see above), the mean values of task-related ACW and PLE (during the 
Enfacement illusion task) over all electrodes were used. For each PCA component and for each 
neural variable, we fit a linear model with the neural variable of interest plus its interactions with 
the other components as independent variables. For example, for component 1 and ACW, the 
model included terms for ACW plus its interactions with component 2, component 3, and the 
three-way interaction.  
There was a small but significant age difference between SCZ group and HC group due to rather 
low SD in age. We had no a priori assumption that the target measures would be influenced by 
an age-difference of this magnitude (2 years). When including all participants our main target 
variable ACW had a non-significant correlation with age during both Enfacement illusion (r = -
0.18; p = 0.15) and rest-task difference, i.e., rest vs. Enfacement illusion (r = -0.03; p = 0.76). No 
significant correlation of ACW with age was obtained in either of the groups separately, that is 
for Enfacement illusion and rest vs Enfacement illusion respectively in HC: ((r = -0.09; p = 
0.62), (r =0.04; p = 0.84)) and SCZ: ((r = -0.09; p = 0.62), r = 0.05; p = 0.78)).   
For PLE there was a significant correlation with age (r = -0.35; p=0.003) as well as for the rest-
task difference (r = -0.29; p = 0.02) when including all participants. When correlating age with 
PLE in the SCZ group separately for Enfacement illusion it lost its significance (r = -0.30; p = 
0.08) but more clearly for the rest-task difference in PLE (r = -0.19; p = 0.29).  
Finally, none of the other target variables including the psychopathological had any noteworthy 
correlation or significance with age either separately as groups or when looking at all 
participants 
 
Results  

Psychopathological symptoms I – Group differences  
As displayed in table 2, the five domains of EASE as well as the general, positive and negative 
symptoms were all significantly higher in the SCZ group compared to HC.  
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Test SCZ 

Mean 
score 

HC 
Mean 
score 

Comparison 
Mean group differences 

EASE domain 1- stream of 
consciousness 

9.17 
(2.83) 

0.31 
(0.63) 

8.86 (P<0.001; 
[7.78;9.84])* 

EASE domain 2-self-awareness & 
presence 

9.09 
(3.80) 

0.34 
(0.68) 

8.75 (P<0.001; 
[7.44;10.04])* 

EASE domain 3-bodily 
experiences 

3.06 
(1.83) 

0.03 
(0.17) 

3.03 (P<0.001; 
[2.04;3.65])* 

EASE domain 4- 
demarcation/transitivism 

1.49 
(1.20) 

0 1.49 (P<0.001; 
[1.08.;1.89])* 

EASE domain 5- existential 
reorientation 

2.31 
(1.75) 

0.26 
(0.44) 

2.05 (P<0.001; 
[1.44;2.66])* 

EASE domain total (sum) 25.11 
(9.46) 

0.94 
(1.33) 

24.17 (P<0.001; 
[20.95;27.39])* 

Perceptual domain (Bonn-scale) 5.53 
(2.95) 

0.60 
(0.90) 

4.93; (P < 0.001*; 
[3.89;5.97])* 

PANSS General symptoms 42.43 
(7.07) 

18.06 
(2.51) 

24.37 (P<0.001; 
[21.84;26.90])* 

PANSS Positive symptoms 17.74 
(3.72)) 

7.09 
(0.37) 

10.65 (P<0.001; 
[9.40;11.92])* 

PANSS Negative symptoms 22.57 
(4.98) 

7.60 
(1.56) 

 14.97 (P<0.001; 
[13.21;16.73])* 

 
Table 2. Displaying overall mean scores with standard deviation in “()” and group differences 
between patients (SCZ) and healthy controls (HC) along with p-values and confidence intervals 
based on two-sample t-test. The included measures are each of the EASE domains, Perceptual 
domain of the Bonn-scale, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) positive, negative 
and general. Significant group differences are displayed with a *. 
 

Psychopathological symptoms II – Principal component analysis 

In order to test for the relationship of the basic self-disorder to positive and negative symptoms, 
we conducted principal component analysis (PCA). The analysis of psychopathological 
symptoms yielded three components, displayed in Table 3. The first component explained 48% 
of the variance and represented mainly the EASE variables, with contribution from the Bonn 
scale – one can thus speak of a self-component.  

The second component loaded strongly on the PANSS negative score, with some contribution 
from PANSS general and negative correlation with EASE domain 5 – one can thus speak of a 
negative symptom component. The third component loaded strongly on PANSS positive 
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symptoms, with some contribution from the EASE domain 5 and negative contribution from 
EASE domain 4 – one can thus speak of a positive symptom component.  
 

 

 
Component 
1 

Component 
2 

Component 
3 

EASE Domain 1 0.406283319 -0.09740349 -0.16122152 
EASE Domain 2 0.435772802 0.058453723 -0.05144734 
EASE Domain 3 0.391909064 0.068597697 -0.17367412 
EASE Domain 4 0.317294974 0.026237335 -0.46153488 
EASE Domain 5 0.289602831 0.419820488 0.404926189 
Perceptual Domain 
(Bonn)  0.414047859 0.063385769 0.105968483 
PANSS Positive 0.208911823 0.211443414 0.740784151 
PANSS Negative 0.067811038 0.734997141 0.036286068 
PANSS General 0.295328966 0.465301588 -0.05395621 
Explained variance 48.4% 16.8% 13.0% 

 
Table 3. Component weights from the Principal Component Analysis of psychopathological 
scales. Since all variables were z-scored before being entered into the analysis, the weights are 
directly comparable between scales. Variance explained by each component is included at the 
bottom of the table.  
 
 
Basic self-disorder and self-referential task –EASE and self-other recognition in Enfacement 
illusion  
In order to assess a potential link between basic self-disorder (EASE) and the self-referential task 
(Enfacement illusion), we tested for the correlation between the total EASE score and the 
baseline self-other recognition as reported significantly different between the SCZ and HC in the 
original paper on the Enfacement illusion (Sandsten et al., 2020). We found a weak but 
significant correlation between the total EASE score and self-recognition in the self-other 
direction (r = 0.25; p = 0.03) among all participants, supporting the relationship of self-disorder 
to the self-referential task (behavioral measure).   
 

Intrinsic neural time scale (ACW, PLE) I – self-referential and non-self-referential task-related 
activity  
We observed significantly longer ACW in the Enfacement illusion task in schizophrenia group 
compared to healthy subjects (p = 0.03) as obtained by cluster-based permutation that 
corresponds to FDR (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007, Oostenveld et al., 2011); for all the following 
statistical values of ACW and PLE (Figure 2a). The same pattern could be observed in the PLE 
as only the Enfacement illusion showed significant group difference with higher PLE in SCZ 
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compared to HC (p = 0.03) (Figure 2b). In contrast, we did not observe any of these changes in 
ACW and PLE in the auditory oddball task (see supplementary figure S1).  
 

   

 
Figure 2. Altered (A) autocorrelation window (ACW) and (B) power-law exponent (PLE) in 
enfacement task. Scalp topographies of the ACW and PLE values are shown on top, and violin 
plots of the average values are shown bottom. For each figure, white dots in the rightmost 
topoplot represent electrodes which form part of the significant cluster (following the cluster-
based permutation test that corresponds to FDR-correction). Black dots in this plot represent 
electrodes with significant results at the channel level, but which did not form part of the cluster. 
Violin plots show the average value of ACW or PLE over only the white electrodes.  

2A

p = 0.0330 *

Schizophrenia > Healthy

2B

p = 0.0310 *

Schizophrenia > Healthy
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Intrinsic neural time scale (ACW, PLE) II - rest-task difference   
Given the known involvement of the resting state in self-referential task-activity (Wolff et al., 
2019, Huang et al., 2016b, Davey et al., 2016, Qin and Northoff, 2011, Bai et al., 2016), we 
calculated the relative difference in ACW and PLE during the Enfacement illusion and resting 
state (rest-task difference). We observed significantly lower rest-task differences in both ACW 
and PLE in specifically the Enfacement illusion among the SCZ (Figures 3a and b; p = 0.0370 
and p = 0.0020 respectively). We could also see in the power spectra and especially the best fit 
line (Figure 3c) that there was no change in the relationship from rest to task in both ACW and 
PLE in the SCZ whereas there was a clear difference in the relationship of rest and task in HC 
(see circles in Figure 3c).  
 

 
 
 

  

p = 0.0020 **

Schizophrenia > Healthy3B

p = 0.0370 *

Schizophrenia > Healthy3A
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Figure 3. Altered (A) autocorrelation window (ACW) and (B) power-law exponent (PLE) in the 
difference between enfacement task and eyes-open resting state. Scalp topographies of the ACW 
and PLE values are shown on top, and violin plots of the average values are shown bottom. The 
two left topoplots (for schizophrenia and healthy subjects alone) represent the task values minus 
the resting-state values. The rightmost topoplot represents the group differences (schizophrenia 
minus healthy) in this task-rest difference. White dots in the rightmost topoplot represent 
electrodes which form part of the significant cluster (following the cluster-based permutation test 
that corresponds to FDR-correction). Black dots in this plot represent electrodes with significant 
results at the channel level, but which did not form part of the cluster. Violin plots show the 
average value of ACW or PLE over only the white electrodes. (C) Fractal power spectra of 
healthy and schizophrenia participants in rest and task states. The actual fractal power spectra 
(extracted from the IRASA method) are shown left, while the best fit lines used to estimate the 
PLE are shown right. Dashed lines represent the task state, while solid lines represent the resting 
state. Circles are added for emphasis.  
 

Intrinsic neural time scale (ACW, PLE) III – relationship to psychopathological symptoms 
We now related ACW and PLE to the three psychopathological components from the PCA (see 
Table 3). ACW and PLE during Enfacement illusion were found to correlate directly with none 
of the three psychopathological components. We then applied a moderation model(Ferri et al., 
2017) to test for the impact of high and low ACW/PLE values on the relationship of the self-
disorder (first component) with negative symptoms (second component), and positive symptoms 
(third component). We observed a highly significant impact of low and high ACW/PLE values 
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on the relationship of the first component (self-disorders) with the second component (negative 
symptoms) (p = 0.0054 for ACW, 0.00068 for PLE) (Figure 4a). As can be seen in figures 4a, 
when ACW/PLE values are low, self-disorders correlate negatively with the negative symptoms 
component. In contrast, the two psychopathological components correlate positively when the 
values of ACW/PLE are high. 

 

 
Figure 4. Interaction effects between ACW, PLE and PCA components (A) 2 (negative/general 
symptoms) and (B) 3 (positive/self-specific symptoms) in regression against PCA component 1 
(basic self-disorder). For both (A) and (B), the plots on the left show the interaction effect with 
ACW, while those on the right show the interaction with PLE. Participants with ACW or PLE 
greater than the median are plotted in orange, along with their regression coefficient and line. 

4A
Interaction 
p = 0.00068**

Interaction 
p = 0.0054**

- Principal	component	1	=	Basic	self-disorder	(EASE,	Bonn)
- Principal	component	2	=	Negative	and	general	symptoms	(PANSS)
- Principal	component	3	=	Positive	symptoms	and	self-disorder	

Interaction 
p = 0.10

Interaction 
p = 0.072

4B

- Principal	component	1	=	Basic	self-disorder	(EASE,	Bonn)
- Principal	component	2	=	Negative	and	general	symptoms	(PANSS)
- Principal	component	3	=	Positive	symptoms	and	self-disorder	
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Participants with ACW or PLE less than the median are plotted in blue. The interaction p-value 
is the p-value of the interaction term in the multiple regression described in the text.  

 
Figure 5. Schematic overview of main relations  
 
 
No significant moderation effects were observed ACW/PLE on the relationship of the first 
component and third component (positive symptoms) (Figure 4b). However, effects were close 
to significant for both ACW and PLE (p = 0.10 for ACW, 0.072 for PLE). Interestingly, the 
interaction effect was in the opposite direction compared to the first and second component (see 
Figure 4b). Only two significant effects were observed with components 2 and 3 as dependent 
variables related to ACW/PLE as dependent variables – these corresponded to significant main 
effects of ACW and PLE on component 3 (see Supplementary Tables 1-3). These results only 
held in the multiple regression, not when the ACW and PLE values were regressed against 
component 3 on their own (see supplementary tables 1-3 for regression results).  
 
Discussion  
We conducted an EEG study investigating the brain’s intrinsic neural time scale during a self-
referential task and how that mediates the phenotypic basic self-disorder, including its 
relationship to negative and positive symptoms. Our main results for the SCZ group are: (i) 
principal component analysis revealed a distinct psychopathological component, i.e. self-
disorder, distinguished from negative and positive symptoms; (ii) longer autocorrelation window 
(ACW) and higher power law exponent (PLE) in the self-referential task as distinguished from a 
non-self-referential task; (iii) reduced rest-task differences in both ACW and PLE during the 
self-referential task; and (iv) ACW and PLE values, i.e., low or high, moderate the relation 
between the self-disorder and negative symptoms (see Figure 5).  
Our results point out the central importance of abnormal temporal integration of self on different 
levels, neuronal, psychological, and phenomenological, in schizophrenia. Abnormal temporal 

Basic	self-disorder	 General/negative	
symptoms

Prolonged	intrinsic	
neural	timescale

Only	during	self-task	not	
during	non-self	task

Neuronal	level

Psychopathological	
level
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integration on the neuronal level (ACW and PLE), mediates changes in temporal integration of 
self on the psychological level (Enfacement illusion). Moreover, they moderate the relation of 
self-disorder to negative symptoms. These findings support the idea that changes in temporal 
integration serve as “common currency” (Northoff et al., 2019) of neuronal, psychological, and 
phenomenological alterations of self in schizophrenia in line with the assumed temporal basis of 
psychopathology, as suggested in “Spatiotemporal Psychopathology” (Northoff, 2016b, 
Northoff, 2016c, Northoff, 2018b, Fingelkurts and Fingelkurts, 2019).  
 
We observed ACW and PLE changes only during the self-referential task but not during a non-
self-referential task. This could indicate that temporal integration on the neuronal level in 
schizophrenia is primarily altered with respect to self-referential information on the 
psychological level. Given that self-referential information is closely associated with resting 
state activity in healthy subjects (Davey et al., 2016, Qin and Northoff, 2011, Wolff et al., 2019, 
Huang et al., 2016b), we tested for rest-task modulation of ACW and PLE. Schizophrenia 
participants showed reduced rest-task difference suggesting that schizophrenia participants 
remain unable to properly modulate their resting state’s intrinsic neural time scale during self-
referential tasks - perhaps unable to properly re-activate and temporally integrate the self-
referential information of the task with the pre-existing information about their own self-
contained in their resting state (see (Northoff and Duncan, 2016) as well as (Northoff, 2016a)). 
More generally, our results suggest an intricate relationship of the abnormal temporal integration 
on the neuronal level, with temporal integration on the psychological and phenomenological 
level. These findings contribute to a more mechanism-based understanding of basic self-disorder 
with potential for future development of more targeted therapeutic interventions. 
Some limitations shall be mentioned. First, our sample size is rather small prohibiting more 
generalized inferences. However, the sample size must also be evaluated upon a very extensive 
battery of tests and time consuming psychopathological evaluation. The same measures of 
intrinsic neural time scale (ACW and PLE), need to be employed to a larger data set in the 
future. Secondly, our sample is a rather specific sample as it included mainly non-acute 
participants with no major acute psychotic symptoms. This sample was selected in this way as to 
ensure that the basic self-disorder, as our main target, was not masked by acute symptoms. While 
we tested for the influence of the symptoms on our measures, i.e., co-variate analysis and 
moderation model, we cannot exclude based on the results that the alterations in ACW and PLE 
are driven by the symptoms themselves rather than the basic self-disorder. Another limitation is 
that the vast majority in the SCZ group were under medical treatment with atypical 
antipsychotics. We have however no empirical or conceptual indications that antipsychotic 
medication should have an effect on self-disorders (EASE) as they are non-psychotic features 
present prior to psychosis (Koren et al., 2019, Parnas et al., 2011a) and have shown temporal 
persistence in schizophrenia (Nordgaard et al., 2016).  
 
Conclusion  
We here show prolonged intrinsic neural time scale during specifically self-referential processing 
in schizophrenia and how that mediates the impact of the basic self-disorder on negative 
symptoms. This, for the first time, demonstrates that the brain’s temporal integration on the 
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neuronal level is central for temporal integration of self on psychological and phenomenological 
levels in schizophrenia. 
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Supplementary material 
 

 Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Statistic p Value 

Intercept -0.17470 0.34840 -0.50142 0.61986 
ACW -0.18693 0.35779 -0.52245 0.60532 
ACW * Component 2 1.03164 0.34269 3.01041 0.00536 
ACW * Component 3 -0.43045 0.25625 -1.67983 0.10373 
ACW * Component 2 * 
Component 3 -0.20974 0.30756 -0.68193 0.50069 

     

 Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Statistic p Value 

Intercept -0.21336 0.32372 -0.65910 0.51503 
PLE -0.01897 0.37988 -0.04993 0.96052 
PLE * Component 2 1.44293 0.37944 3.80280 0.00068 
PLE * Component 3 -0.42904 0.23016 -1.86406 0.07247 
PLE * Component 2 * 
Component 3 -0.41432 0.36980 -1.12040 0.27174 

 
Supplementary Table 1. Regression results for interaction design with ACW and PLE, with PCA 
component 1 as the dependent variable.  
 

 Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Statistic p Value 

Intercept 0.06861 0.22290 0.30783 0.76041 
ACW -0.04554 0.22409 -0.20324 0.84037 
ACW * Component 1 0.18111 0.12002 1.50904 0.14211 
ACW * Component 3 0.10181 0.23768 0.42837 0.67155 
ACW * Component 1 * 
Component 3 -0.03130 0.09504 -0.32938 0.74423 

     

 Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Statistic p Value 

Intercept 0.00890 0.22055 0.04036 0.96808 
PLE -0.03213 0.25164 -0.12768 0.89928 
PLE * Component 1 0.22065 0.11782 1.87274 0.07122 
PLE * Component 3 -0.02670 0.27043 -0.09874 0.92202 
PLE * Component 1 * 
Component 3 -0.03398 0.10441 -0.32544 0.74718 

 
Supplementary Table 2. Regression results for interaction design with ACW and PLE, with PCA 
component 2 as the dependent variable. 
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 Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Statistic p Value 

Intercept -0.04608 0.18198 -0.25320 0.80190 
ACW -0.45485 0.18542 -2.45301 0.02042 
ACW * Component 1 -0.13470 0.09024 -1.49269 0.14632 
ACW * Component 2 0.32862 0.18925 1.73641 0.09311 
ACW * Component 1 * 
Component 2 0.00779 0.08670 0.08982 0.92905 

     

 Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Statistic p Value 

Intercept -0.09400 0.19222 -0.48903 0.62850 
PLE -0.45802 0.19734 -2.32094 0.02752 
PLE * Component 1 -0.11516 0.08762 -1.31441 0.19901 
PLE * Component 2 0.33732 0.20975 1.60821 0.11862 
PLE * Component 1 * 
Component 2 0.06682 0.10002 0.66806 0.50938 

 
Supplementary Table 3. Regression results for interaction design with ACW and PLE, with PCA 
component 3 as the dependent variable. 
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Discussion and perspectives 

 

The aim of this project was to explore into neurophysiological markers of self-disturbances in 

schizophrenia. Based on the phenomenologically inspired notion of schizophrenia as a self-

disorder (SD), the study was aimed at paradigms with conceptually compatible frameworks to 

enable feasible interpretations of the results. The thesis includes two integrative neuro-

phenomenological studies. Paper 2 on multisensory integration with the paradigm “Enfacement 

illusion” and Paper 3, an EEG study of temporality in spontaneous brain activity. Moreover, in 

order to address potential differences and overlaps between our neuro-phenomenological 

approach to schizophrenia with contemporary neurocognitive approaches, paper 1 offers an 

empirical investigation of the relation between SD, symptoms and cognitive deficits (CD).  

 

Summary and discussion of the results 

Paper 1  

Neurocognitive deficits are well described in schizophrenia research. Due to conceptual and 

methodological differences with phenomenologically inspired self-disorder research, we found it 

relevant to empirically address how these psychopathological measures were related with each 

other and the symptoms. The main findings in paper 1, shows that whereas the symptoms and 

SD’s are significantly higher among patients and partially correlated internally in the patient 

sample, cognitive deficits (CD) are only marginally higher in the schizophrenia group (SCZ) 

compared to the healthy controls (HC) and did not correlate with SD’s or symptoms. The CD’s 

were only found to be significantly higher among SCZ compared to HC in the domains of 

sustained attention and reaction time. Moreover, mediation and moderation analysis showed that 

the relations between SD’s and symptoms were not influenced by CD’s. Whereas the high 

occurrence of symptoms and SD’s among patients where expected, the marginal levels of 

cognitive deficits, is perhaps more controversial. As argued for in the paper, there is some 

variation in reports of CD’s in the early phases of schizophrenia as some report higher levels of 

CD’s in first-episode patients (Mesholam-Gately et al., 2009). One explanation is the great 

variety in defining the early stages of schizophrenia in empirical studies, creating a huge 
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heterogeneity among study samples (Newton et al., 2018). There appear to be no general 

consensus with regard to the terms signifying the early stages of schizophrenia development 

(Newton et al., 2018). In this study, we specified the study sample as “recent onset 

schizophrenia” and furthermore as meeting the diagnostic criteria within the last 1 year resulting 

in a mean age in the sample of 22.11 years. This is somewhat concurrent with the general 

observation of an average age of onset in schizophrenia estimated to be between 18 and 25 years 

(Loranger, 1984, Pichot, 1986).  However, many contemporary studies of cognitive impairments 

in patients with early stages of schizophrenia (“first-episode” or “recent onset”) tend to report 

mean ages between 25-30 years of age (Rodriguez et al., 2019, Xiong et al., 2019, She et al., 

2019, Bak et al., 2017). It appears that even well-established contemporary journals publish 

studies of cognitive deficits in first-episode schizophrenia patients with a mean age of 38 years in 

the study sample (Zhu et al., 2019). This could explain some of the variability in different reports 

of CD’s in early stage schizophrenia as CD’s increase with the duration of illness (Thompson et 

al., 2013).  

The observation that cognitive functioning and the severity of self-disturbances are not linearly 

related, goes well along with the longstanding notion of a link between schizophrenia and 

creativity (Kaufman, 2014, Sandsten et al., 2018), i.e. that the vulnerability to schizophrenia 

increases the likelihood of creativity (Parnas et al., 2019, Power et al., 2015). What this suggests 

is that a disposition to or trait disturbances of schizophrenia, are not only predictive of psychotic 

episodes (Parnas et al., 2011a, Nelson et al., 2012b), but also indicating high diversity in 

cognitive functioning. Given that someone like John Forbes Nash could suffer from 

schizophrenia and at the same time be a Nobel Prize winning mathematical genius, must 

suggests that any persisting core disturbance of schizophrenia is not (alone) characterized by a 

deficit in cognitive functioning or performance. This is in line with other findings of great 

variation in cognitive performance among patients with schizophrenia (Kremen et al., 2000), 

some performing better than healthy subjects. What this suggests, is that although various 

deficits or dysfunctions of performance, including CD’s, (naturally) aggregate in a severe mental 

illness like schizophrenia, the functional deficits, does not make out the core of schizophrenia.  

So, what is the relation between SD’s and CD’s? It seems likely that some CD’s such as 

attentional deficits could be viewed as an aspect of SD’s as in for instance temporal disturbances 

(Martin et al., 2018, Giersch et al., 2015, Martin et al., 2019a, Martin et al., 2014) or in 

phenomena like “thought pressure”. On the contrary, the finding in paper 1 of a numerical (non-

significant) better performance on the visual memory task in the SCZ group compared to HC 

group, is perhaps an illustration of a relation to other SD’s such as anomalies of imagination 
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(Rasmussen and Parnas, 2015). As recent phenomenological studies have shown, patients with 

schizophrenia often have vivid and perceptualized imaginations i.e. the imaginations obtain a 

stable and quasi-spatial appearance more akin to real perceptions. These SD’s could perhaps 

explain why patients with schizophrenia sometimes over perform in cognitive domains such as 

visual memory tasks (Matthews et al., 2014).  

In conclusion, we argue that this sample of recent onset schizophrenia patients illustrate that the 

psychopathology in the early stages of schizophrenia is characterized by SD’s and not CD’s. 

This is in line with the notion of schizophrenia as characterized by a disordered self as a trait-

disturbance, increasing the vulnerability to psychosis and the well-known morbidity of 

schizophrenia along with other potentially creative features. In paper 1 this model of 

schizophrenia is illustrated as the basic model. It also suggests that a phenomenologically 

inspired approach to psychopathology is both conceptually and empirically superordinate in 

addressing the core disturbance of schizophrenia.  

 

 

Paper 2 

The link between self-disturbances and its neuro-behavioral correlates in schizophrenia has been 

the topic of several publications in recent years (Nelson and A. Sass, 2017, Nelson et al., 2014, 

Nelson et al., 2019b, Martin et al., 2018, Ferroni et al., 2018, Martin et al., 2014, Northoff and 

Stanghellini, 2016). Paper 2 reports the results from the self-experience judgement task 

Enfacement Illusion (EI). The main findings are a higher susceptibility to the multisensory 

illusion in SCZ group as they had a significant effect of both synchronous and asynchronous 

stimulation on self-recognition and a significantly higher acceptance of other as self (12.39%) in 

the baseline (pre-stimulatory) phase. As the paradigm of EI include control conditions of other-

other judgement tasks, the results cannot be ascribed to a general performance bias in the SCZ 

group as they performed similar to HC in the control conditions.  

The finding of a multisensory stimulation effect in the asynchronous condition in the SCZ 

sample, could be interpreted as implying a broader temporal limit for integrating multimodal 

sensory information in the SCZ group. As also discussed in paper 2, there are various types of 

studies suggesting neurological and experientially lived temporal disturbances in patients with 

schizophrenia (Northoff, 2014, Northoff and Duncan, 2016, Giersch et al., 2015, Martin et al., 

2014, Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010, Sun et al., 2013, Fuchs, 2007). Temporal disturbances have 

been suggested to be central to the altered multisensory integration in patients with schizophrenia 
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(Northoff et al., 2019, Costantini et al., 2016, Northoff and Stanghellini, 2016). Moreover, 

temporal dynamics make out a potential translational factor between the neuronal and 

experiential levels of analysis. Some suggest that schizophrenia could be viewed as a temporal 

disturbance, phenomenologically expressed as an instability in self-experience and on the 

neuronal level as alterations in the spatiotemporal dynamics of the world-brain relation (Northoff 

et al., 2019). 

The baseline finding of a substantial and highly significant difference in the self-other judgement 

task (and not in other-self) between SCZ and HC, suggests that patients deviate from HC only 

when seeing their own specular image first and then judging when they no longer recognize 

themselves. One could speculate as to why this was case, and why the opposite direction (other-

self) did not deviate. From a multisensory integration perspective, the mechanisms involved in 

the two directions of morphing are not distinguished, although it might be added that 

mechanisms of multisensory integration are primarily tested in the post-stimulatory recognition 

tests (Tsakiris, 2008, Tajadura-Jimenez et al., 2013). As discussed in paper 2, it is primarily from 

the clinical source that we might recognize this difference. It could appear that the mirror-

phenomena and the difficulty in recognizing one´s own subjectivity, is a more common 

experience than difficulties related to recognition of other people. Thus, it might be the case that 

the self-other morphing displaying the image of the participant (self) gradually changing to the 

other, somehow address disturbances related to self-ascription features whereas the other-self 

morphing is more related to aspects of other-recognition. This could be due to the tendency to 

adopt a more reflexive and observing attitude to the task in the self-other task among SCH, i.e. 

looking for facial features resembling their visual recollection of themselves, whereas HC would 

rely on a spontaneous and automatic self-recognition. 

Interestingly, our findings are somewhat similar to the reports from another multisensory 

integration study using the Rubber Hand Illusion. Kaplan et al. found that their group of patients 

with schizophrenia had a significantly different baseline estimate of the position of their hand 

compared to healthy controls as well as an illusion-effect after asynchrounous visuo-tactile 

stimulation (Kaplan et al., 2014). The only previous study of Enfacement Illusion on patients 

with schizophrenia did not use an asynchronous stimulation but applied a non-specular 

stimulation instead (visuo-tactile stimulation on opposite cheek), and did not report any baseline 

estimates for the self-recognition tasks (Ferroni et al., 2018).  

 

In conclusion, this multisensory integration study of schizophrenia patients and healthy controls, 

suggests that schizophrenia patients have alterations in self-recognition and a higher 
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susceptibility to the Enfacement illusion. The findings could be an expression of an altered 

temporal integration of visual and tactile stimuli in schizophrenia. It was beyond the scope of 

this study to correlate the findings with the psychometric scales of EASE and BSABS. Whereas 

the post-stimulatory finding of higher sensibility to the EI was anticipated a priori, we did not 

hypothesize the baseline finding.     

 

Paper 3 

A variety of studies have demonstrated abnormal resting state activity in schizophrenia, mostly 

with decreased (and sometimes increased) functional connectivity within- and between networks 

such as default-mode network, salience network, and central executive network (Ebisch et al., 

2018, Mwansisya et al., 2017, Sheffield and Barch, 2016, Lottman et al., 2019). Moreover, 

reductions in task-related activity have been consistently reported across different task domains 

including sensory, motor, affective, and cognitive in various regions and frequencies of the 

brain’s neural activity (Bachiller et al., 2015, Gomez-Pilar et al., 2015, Gomez-Pilar et al., 2018, 

Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010).  

Paper 3 reports longer autocorrelation windows (ACW) and higher power law exponent (PLE) in 

the schizophrenia patients during the self-related task, as distinguished from the non-self-related 

task. Moreover, there was a reduced rest-task difference in the ACW and PLE during the self-

related task specifically, suggesting abnormal modulation of the resting states temporal dynamics 

during self-related tasks. How to understand this with regards to the self-relatedness of the 

Enfacement illusion task? One way to interpret these results is to look at findings from healthy 

individuals showing that stronger power in higher frequencies is related to shorter ACW and 

lower PLE (Honey et al., 2012). Given the observation that activation through a task or external 

stimulus increases power in the higher frequencies (Wolff et al., 2019), one would expect that 

during tasks the ACW becomes shorter and PLE lower. Thus, it could appear given the longer 

ACW and higher PLE as well as reduced rest-task difference, that during the self-related task, 

SCZ are less able to supress resting state activity and recruit power in the higher frequencies. 

This would be in line with previous studies reporting similar findings of impairment in gamma 

power generation during perceptual tasks in first-episode schizophrenia patients  (Sun et al., 

2013).    

Given the low spatial resolution of EEG recordings in general and with the present study using 

“only” 26 electrodes in total, it is risky to draw conclusions based on specific localization of the 
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main findings, although it is worth mentioning that the findings in paper 3 were pre-dominantly 

localized in the pre-frontal regions. 

 

With the finding of a correlation between the EASE total score and abnormal self-recognition in 

the Enfacement illusion, this study illustrates how abnormalities of the temporal features of the 

self in schizophrenia can be connected on different levels of analysis. In the attempt to connect 

these levels of description of the self, paper 3 reports how ACW and PLE values mediate the 

relation between self-disorders and the negative- and general symptoms (as component 1 and 2 

respectively in the principal component analysis). The mediation model show that self-disorders 

correlate positively with 2. component when ACW and PLE are high, but display a negative 

correlation if ACW and PLE are low.  

 

Paper 3 illustrates a novel approach to the role of temporal dynamics of the brain activity and its 

potential link to disturbed pre-reflective experience in schizophrenia. The results suggest an 

abnormality in the relation of the resting state activity and its modulation. It suggests that in 

schizophrenia there is a reduced reactivity, from rest to task (PLE and ACW), specifically during 

a self-related task as the Enfacement illusion.  

The results could be viewed as compatible with the relational nature of self-disorders from a 

phenomenological perspective, i.e. as a structural deformation of the experiential perspective, 

(e.g. disturbed sense of presence, transitivistic phenomena and disembodiment). Given the 

temporal constitution of selfhood, these phenomena can be interpreted as reflecting (to some 

degree) a disturbance in the temporal dynamics of the brain activity.  

 

Conclusion and future perspectives: 

The exploration into neurophysiological correlates of self-disorders in schizophrenia was based 

on the clinical relevance of self-disorders as reflecting a specific core disturbance in the lived 

experience of the patients.  

As presented in the results and discussion section, the papers present data in support of a 

differentiation between self-disorders and cognitive deficits (paper 1), disturbance in self-other 

distinction and higher susceptibility to multisensory integration (paper 2), and finally temporal 

abnormalities in rest-task modulation of the brain activities between resting state and self-related 

task states. 
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The results support the notion that neurophysiological correlates of self-disorders in 

schizophrenia are of a similar relational and dynamic nature as self-disorders. On a 

neurobiological level, self-disorders could entail spatiotemporal trait features in the brain activity 

and its dynamical interrelation with the outer stimuli (world) –manifest in the reduced rest-task 

modulation which signifies that the brain activity is more strongly modulated by internal rather 

than external events/cognition, thus blurring the inner-outer distinction. Put differently, the rest-

task modulation can be interpreted as a proxy for the self-world relation, which appears different 

in the SCZ compared to HC. This encourages a dimensional view on schizophrenia and the 

psychopathology of the self as suggested in the notion schizophrenia spectrum. Temporality 

could in this context be viewed as a key dimension for interpreting the relation of different levels 

of analysis. 

Future research in the neurobiological foundation of self-disorders in schizophrenia should 

consider the important distinction between trait vs. state features. This could be addressed on 

both psychopathological and neurobiological levels. Given the translational feature of time, as an 

organizing principle in both experience and functional brain networks, models including 

temporal features could perhaps provide compatibility between certain physiological networks 

and core psychopathology of schizophrenia.  

As mentioned, this would also imply a discernment between trait and state features in 

pathophysiological markers as this is also distinguished in the psychometric data such as the 

EASE. This brings up another point which is the rating of EASE items. As described in the 

EASE instructions (Parnas et al., 2005) it is possible to rate EASE items from 0-4, instead of 

confining it to 0 or 1, i.e. as “present” or “not present”. This could be relevant for future studies 

as some patients can report many of the items in a modest degree resulting in a high total score, 

whereas other patients recognize fewer items, but appear much more affected by their self-

disorders. By indexing from 0-4, this could perhaps provide a better quantification of 

psychopathological measures. Moreover, it could be relevant for future neuro-phenomenological 

studies (not diagnostically) to rate the presence of EASE items as state features. This could be 

done alongside the traditional ratings of self-disorders as trait features, perhaps providing a better 

understanding of trait vs. state relation from the neurophysiological side. Although Paper 3 

correlated the measures temporality (PLE and ACW) with self-disorders, it is still far from clear 

whether these measures reveal any stable trait feature of the brain’s spatiotemporal dynamic. 

Perhaps the relation of trait vs. state features in itself could be of importance to understanding 

schizophrenia. This calls for further development of novel dynamic neurophysiological models 

which are in keeping with the core psychopathology of schizophrenia including self-disorders. 
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